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BRITISH WATERWAYS BUILDING • CASTLE WHARF • NG1 7EH

LIVE COMEDY EVERY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
The best comedians want to play The Glee so don’t miss out 
on a superb night of live entertainment that will keep you 
laughing until Monday.

COMEDY TOUR SHOWS
WED 20TH SEP 
VIR DAS
THU 21ST SEP 
VIR DAS
(EXTRA DATE)
WED 27TH SEP 
TOM STADE
THU 28TH SEP 
KERRY GODLIMAN
TUE 3RD OCT
ABANDOMAN
THU 5TH OCT 
LEE NELSON

SUN 8TH OCT 
PAUL CHOWDHRY
SOLD OUT
THU 12TH OCT 
JUSTIN MOORHOUSE
THU 19TH OCT 
MAE MARTIN
SUN 22ND OCT 
MO GILLIGAN AKA MO 
THE COMEDIAN
THU 26TH OCT 
TOM ALLEN
SUN 29TH OCT 
NATHAN CATON

THU 2ND NOV 
NICK HELM
SUN 5TH NOV 
WOODY ALLEN(ISH)
TUE 7TH NOV 
STEVE BUGEJA
SUN 12TH NOV 
AURIE STYLA
WED 15TH NOV 
JAMES ACASTER
SUN 19TH NOV 
MATT RICHARDSON
THU 30TH NOV 
ED GAMBLE

LIVE MUSIC 
SUN 17TH SEP

G2 DEFINITIVE 
GENESIS
MON 2ND OCT

ANDY MCKEE
WED 11TH OCT

THIS FEELING ALIVE
THE SHIMMER BAND, 
BLINDERS, BANG BANG 
ROMEO, BLACKWATERS

SUN 15TH OCT

THE YOUNG’UNS 

MON 16TH OCT

LUCA STRICAGNOLI 
TUE 24TH OCT

HUGH CORNWELL
WED 25TH OCT

STONE FOUNDATION
MON 30TH OCT

COASTS
WED 8TH NOV

WILDWOOD KIN
THU 9TH NOV

MARK EITZEL & BAND

THU 16TH NOV

REM BY STIPE 
TUE 21ST NOV

JOHN BRAMWELL
(I AM KLOOT)

THU 23RD NOV

MAWKIN 
WED 22ND NOV

LUCY ROSE
WED 6TH DEC

DUKE SPECIAL

SPECIAL 
EVENTS
SUN 10TH SEP

THE GILDED MERKIN
BURLESQUE & CABARET

WED 4TH OCT

SIMON DAY:
IN CHARACTER
TUE 10TH OCT

LIVE STAND-UP 
COMEDY FUNDRAISER
TUE 14TH NOV

STEVE LAMACQ
GOING DEAF FOR A LIVING

TUE 5TH DEC

THE VAUDEVILLIANS
JINXX MONSOON
(AS SEEN ON RUPAUL’S 
DRAG RACE)

FRAMEWORK CHARITY 
NIGHT
TUE 10 OCT
Help us raise money for 
Framework who help 
homeless and vulnerable 
people in and around 
Nottingham
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Mark Leary

Welcome to the age of chaos; where 
the bass is loud and the cats take no 
prisoners. We’ve got all the crazy this 
issue: pizza, murderous podcasts, laser 
beams, free parties, art made from horses 
and aluminium cans, plus musical goods 
that’re up there with the cream of ‘em. It’s 
all cracking off. 

Don’t know if you’ve heard yet, but 
Nottingham is bidding to be the European 
Capital of Culture in 2023. And why the 
bleddy hell not? This city is packed to the 
brim with all the cultural wares a little old 
populace could ask for, and it’s about time 
we flew the flag with a bit more vehemence 
to the rest of the continent, innit? Sod 
Brexit, we’re ODT.

We’ve got some big LeftLion news too: 
after being kicked out of The Corner by our 
Olly of Oscar & Rosie’s, we’re finally on the 
way to making a permanent home down 
in Sneinton Market’s units, and can expect 
to get oursens properly settled by October. 
We can’t wait. And if you want to read all 
about what the pizza don is doing to our 
old office building, you can do so on page 
34 of this here rag.

Film buffs of the city can get ready for 
a hefty dosage of delights over the next 
couple of months n’all. It’s film festival 
galore, with Scalarama kicking off, as 
well as Mayhem. Plus, in October, you 
can expect all the joys of Nottingham 
International Film Festival, the details 
of which you can find in a handy little 
flier between these pages. You’re 
welcome, ducky.

I hope you enjoy this issue as much as 
we’ve enjoyed whacking the bogger 
together. I’m off for a couple of weeks 
to bask in the Croatian sunshine in 
celebration of ten years of Outlook 
Festival, so make sure you drop our Lucy 
a line if you’ve gorrany burning, Notts-
based thoughts.

I’ll miss the bob out of the city, but hey. Not 
be long. Until next time, dear reader. 

Stay silleh.

Bridie Squires
bridie@leftlion.co.uk
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06 Street Tales
 Plus Ad Sectioned, What Notts,  
 Overheard in Notts and The   
 Thompson Brothers.

08 LeftEyeOn
 The camera never lies. And your  
 lot’s are telling us Notts is a   
 crackin’ place to be.

10 In Focus: Sci-Tronic
 The underground 
 psytrance-tune specialists 
 answer our questions in
 photographic form.

13 Everyday I’m Hustlin’
 The inimitable Hockley Hustle  
 is back with a bang, and Young  
 Hustlers makes its debut.

15 Oli, Oli, Oli
 A word with Tumble Audio   
 kingpin, Oli Gibbons, about his  
 musical powerhouse.

21 Equestarianne
 Nottingham Castle’s Solo   
 Exhibition Prize winner, Arianne  
 Churchman, has been horsing  
 around.
 

22 Holmes is Where The Art is
 Notts gal, Kelly Ann Holmes, has  
 been turning old cola cans into  
 glorious works of art.

23 Art Works
 With Chrissy Curtin and 
 Tracey Meek.

26 Music Reviews
 The full lowdown on the latest  
 musical releases from our fair city,  
 with LL Stereo too.

29 Lesson Plan
 Gareth Morgan for the
 Nottingham Roosevelt   
 Scholarship, and is doing bits to  
 get kids reading. 

31 Book Reviews
 A rundown of the lit picks that’ll  
 have you turning pages this   
 autumn. 

32 Talk Bloody Murder
 A word with Emma and Lucy,  
 the local teachers with their own  
 murderously funny podcast. 

34 Pizza Mind
 Oscar & Rosie’s has moved to our  
 old offices, so we asked owner  
 Olly Hunter about the craic.

35 Dough Be Good
 Get yourself skilled in the art of  
 scran-making with the School of  
 Artisan Food.

36 We Gorrit Back
 That building what used to be  
 Jongleurs has been made into  
 a meat-lovin’, table dancin’   
 paradise: Mojo.

39 Play for Laughs
 Comedian, Sara Pascoe, on her  
 adaption of Pride and Prejudice  
 and why vegan jokes aren’t funny.

40 Pick of the Month
 Diaries out, kids. There is much to  
 be getting on with over the next  
 thotty days.

41 Events Listings
 With Nusic Box, and a   
 photography competition in aid of  
 Emmanuel House.

46 End Page
 With Rocky Horrorscopes, Art  
 Hole, Notts Trumps, Strellyation,  
 and LeftLion Abroad.

17 Can You Dig It?
 A brief look at Hoodtown’s  
 hip hop history, spanning  
 everything from b-boy 
 to graffiti.

24 Tek Time
 A quick word and some  
 sick snaps from the 
 free party masters,
 Tekonta Secta.

30 Gospel Truth
 Graham Caveney on  
 his latest book, The  
 Boy with the Perpetual  
 Nervousness: A Memoir of  
 an Adolescence.

Nathaniel Benjamin 

Nathaniel is a hip hop enthusiast and 
blogger from Nottingham. He currently 
writes for a London-based music blog, 
however he has always wanted to do 
more to shed light on the Nottingham 
rap scene. His main mission in life is to 
ensure his children also become avid 
hip hop heads, by any means necessary. 
You’ll often find him at local hip hop gigs, 
scouting the freshest gear at Mimm store 
or strategically lining his stomach before a 
rave at the Nottingham Street Food Club. 
Keep your eyes peeled for some podcast-
related dopeness from him in the 
near future.

editorial
featured
contributor

Proud to support:
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ADVERTISING
SECTIONED
Local adverts ripped from the pages of history... words: Wayne Burrows

Leech Homes – Follow the Arrows To 
Better Living! (c.1984)

A house-building company advertising new 
homes in places like Cotgrave, Retford, 
Mansfield, and Bingham during the early 
eighties was inevitably going to try and work 
a bit of Robin Hood into its pitch. Pinning an 
otherwise bog-standard advert to a tree with 
an arrow was clearly a no-brainer for whoever 
designed this effort, taken from a copy of a 
magazine that (equally inevitably) featured a 
picture of Torvill and Dean on its front cover.

Despite all the Nottinghamshire trappings 
of its advertising, though, the construction 
company, founded by William Leech in 
1934, was actually a Geordie rather than a 
Midlands concern. Leech was an engineer 
from Tyneside who, at the age of 21, decided 
that his ambitions in life were “to own a Rolls 
Royce, a country estate and a charitable 
trust.” All three of which he presumably more 
than comfortably managed.

His big “selling point” was efficiency. He 
decided that the standard approach to 
building places to live during his own time 
was outmoded and insufficiently profitable, 
and pioneered methods of mass commercial 
building that remain standard to this day. 

Perhaps it’s Leech we ultimately have to 
thank for those all-too-familiar gatherings 
of near-identical semis clustered around 
branches of Morrisons next to bypasses and 
motorways all over the UK.

Still, at least his eighties advertising (just 
about) acknowledges that housing is about 
creating things for people to live in rather 
than just investment opportunities. These 
days, even the least adequate cul-de-sac 
shoebox has to play the role of corporate 
profit generator and makeshift pension fund, 
long before anyone even attempts to squeeze 
a bed and settee over the implausibly tight 
threshold of its white UPVC front porch.

Housing in the UK is now Leech-like in more 
ways than one, so when Robin Hood is roped 
in to flog the stock, it carries more than a 
touch of irony. At least one UK high street 
bank has been pitching its mortgages on its 
cashpoint screens with the catch-line: “It felt 
like a fairy tale when I finally walked into my 
own home.” Which raises the question of how 
the whole idea of having a decent place to 
live became something to be routinely flogged 
as a fantasy.

nottinghamhiddenhistoryteam.wordpress.com

words: Joe Earp
illustration: Eva Brudenell

St. Mary De Roche
 
The Nottingham caves are found in clusters, in 
various locations throughout the city. Perhaps the best 
known and most recognisable of these are those of 
Castle Rock. The caves known as “The Papish Holes” 
or “Lenton Hermitage” are located on the north side 
of Castle Boulevard, around halfway between the 
traffic island junction of Lenton Boulevard and the 
foot of Castle Rock. For many years, they were clearly 
visible, abandoned and much neglected, but new 
apartments have recently been built on the land to 
the front, and the caves have been restored.  

These caves are cut into the sandstone ridge now 
occupied by the Park Estate, and consist of a series 
of chambers, including a dovecote, making up what 
would have been a substantial domestic dwelling. 
This is not unusual for Nottingham’s caves, but 
what is remarkable is a complete chapel hewn out 
of the rock.  
 
No one knows for certain when the first caves were 
excavated on this site, or what they may have been 
used for, but it’s been speculated that the Druids cut 
the caves as a place of worship and, in more modern 
times, that the Romans built them as crematoriums. 
Certainly, Victorian antiquarians found Roman tiles 
embedded in a chimney or ventilation shaft, but 
these were taken by souvenir hunters. 

It’s the chapel known as St. Mary De Roche that 
makes the Lenton caves so fascinating. It’s believed 
that it was created among existing caves by 
Carmelite Friars, sometime in the reign of Edward I. 
Along with the chapel, the friars converted the caves 
into a comfortable residence. There’s evidence to 
suggest that the chapel may have been a shrine in  

the form of a repository for a holy relic like the one at 
Repton. Pilgrims would have descended to the level 
of the shrine and walked around it to view the relic, 
leaving a different passage. What relic may have been 
contained in the shrine, we will never know. 
 
By the thirteenth century, the chapel had passed 
into the hands of the Lenton Priory, the friars were 
replaced by monks, and St. Mary De Roche became an 
important satellite chapel or hermitage to the priory. 
That religious importance was soon overshadowed by 
the priory’s need for income and, in 1447, the chapel 
was given to the king in exchange for yet more land 
holdings, including some in Sherwood Forest. Part of 
the agreement was that the monks continued to say 
prayers at the chapel, for the “...good estate of the 
King and his family.” 
 
The chapel was abandoned by the priory shortly 
before the dissolution. During periods of persecution, 
Nottingham’s catholics used the chapel for 
clandestine mass, and it’s this association that’s 
led to the name Papish, or Popish Holes, for the site. 
During the Civil War, the site suffered much damage 
by parliamentary soldiers from the castle due to its 
association with the Catholic faith. The antiquarian 
William Stukeley visited it sometime between 1694 
and 1711, and published his account along with the 
first-known illustration of the site in 1724. Stukeley, 
with a passion for such things, declared the site to be 
Druidical remains. From then on, the site continued to 
generate and excite the curiosity and speculation of 
antiquarians and historians, as it still does today. 
 
The caves are open to the public by request or on 
Heritage Days. 
 
For more on Nottingham History check out the 
Nottingham Hidden History website.



WHAT NOTTS
Find out what’s been going off around and about the city over the past month...

Nottingham’s most opinionated grocers on...

ECLIPSE
We saw it on the news. I bet it looked amazing if you were 
in America. There’s a couple who live up the road and 
they travel all the way around the world following eclipses 
around. It’s bonkers, but they like it. The Americans dragged 
Bonnie Tyler out to celebrate, but we all know that It’s a 
Heartache was a far better song.

SIR BRUCE FORSYTH
He was a marvellous entertainer. It’s a big loss to television 
in general, but in particular to Strictly Come Dancing. Those 
two women who present it now are completely useless in 
comparison. He was a song and dance man in the first place, 
and he knew exactly what he was doing.

THE RACING ROOM AT THE DRAGON
For the first time in our lives, we had a play with Scalextric. 
We took all of our staff on a team-building exercise. Matthew 
won and Joe’s girlfriend came second. We basically came 
last, but we always played with Hornby train sets as kids 
and that suited us. 

MAMBA MESS
It’s awful to see the synthetic high epidemic 
that’s been sweeping across the city 
over the past few months. Psychoactive 
substances, including Black Mamba and 
Spice, can cause hallucinations, paranoia 
and panic attacks, with users being likened 
to zombies while they’re high. Thanks to the 
low cost, prevalence, and highly addictive 
nature of the drugs – often likened to 
cannabis, but a hell of a lot more dangerous 
– they’ve become popular with some of 
Nottingham’s most vulnerable and 
excluded groups. 

Emergency services have been called 
to treat users who are high in the city 
centre, with one report stating paramedics 
were called to treat nine “spice zombies” 
struggling to breathe or speak in Milton 
Street. Sadly, one man has lost his life to the 
drug. The 37-year-old Framework shelter 
resident was pronounced dead at the 
scene by emergency services after taking 
Black Mamba. If you or anyone you know is 
struggling with addiction, you can access 
Nottingham’s Double Impact service by 
calling 0300 123 6600. 

MILKIN’ IT
The mighty mothers of Notts are a force 
to be reckoned with and, last month, they 
came together to stick themselves firmly in 
the record book. Participating in The Global 
Big Latch On, mams and their babs took 
themselves over to Sobar to get stuck into 
a massive breastfeeding session, aiming to 
smash the world record for the number of 
mums breastfeeding at the same time, bring 
‘em together, and fight back at the stigma 
surrounding breastfeeding in public. You tell 
‘em, mommas. 

BARE CUPBOARDS
When the sprogs are off for the summer, it 
can be a struggle to keep food on the table. 
So much so that one of Nottingham’s busiest 
food banks – Mount Zion, in Radford – has 
all but run dry. “This is the busiest we have 
ever seen it,” says coordinator, Trevor White. 
“We can give up to 36 family packets per 
week, but fifty or more families are coming 
to us every week now.” If you can, take 
some non-perishables down and help 
‘em out.

PROFESSOR HOPS
The University of Nottingham are offering 
the chance to turn sinking pints into a 
profession, as they’re on the hunt for 
professional beer tasters to take part in their 
study. Alright, it’s not quite a “session” but 
the university’s Sensory Science Centre are 
on the hunt for drinkers with a sensitive 
palate, to help them figure out how the 
aroma and flavour of beer changes as alcohol 
content is changed and time passes. Sound 
like a bit of you? Get in touch with ‘em.

DON’T RELEASE THE HOUNDS
A woman and a young child weren’t half 
given the fright of their life the other week 
as they were chased into the water at 
Vicar Water Country Park, Clipstone, by 
four vicious dogs. The beasts, believed to 
be American Bulldogs, chased the 23-year-
old and the child into the water and killed 
their family dog, Larry, a one-year-old 
daschund. The dogs have been seized 
under the Dangerous Dogs Act while police 
investigate.

WINDOW SHOPPING
Some poor, daft bogger thought he were 
quids in when he came up with the plan 
to rob a house on Olga Street in St Ann’s 
last month. But alas, like all bad plans, it 
was foiled when the coppers turned up and 
caught him red handed at the scene of the 
crime... stuck in the window. He was sent 
to QMC with minor injuries from the broken 
glass, a bruised ego, and a criminal record. 
Sodding Nora.

BROADMASH
Work has begun on redeveloping 
Broadmarsh, with the demolition of the car 
park now under way. 250 million smackers 
are being pumped into the area, which will 
finally see the shopping centre take a step 
out of the seventies and into the slick world 
of modern day Notts. Ahem. As much as 
we’ve been moaning about the need for an 
upheaval, we reckon we might actually miss 
the owd brute now it’s gonners. Inabit, 
ya bogger.

“Victoria Centre flats? Where are they?”

Woman 1: I done the tram near the station. Woman 2: That's disgusting! You don’t know where they have been!

Person 1: It’s a shame we eat octopuses. They’re really intelligent.Person 2: Well... they can’t drive cars, can they?

Dad: I was gonna take you 
to Birmingham but then I 
heard you got arrested. 
Daughter: They just told 
me off!

“I’m stood in that big square… 

with that big building.”“Tell you what, I know some twarts. 

But, f**k me, I know some proper 

twarts in Notts.” 

“I live in the the highest car 

fire street in the nation, never 

mind in Nottingham.”

“If it’s more than the North 
London mum’s Range Rovers, 
I don’t care.”

“Oh my god. Willy Wonka’s dead innit.”

“I had a tarka vindaloo last night. It’s like a chicken vindaloo, but ‘otter.”

“Not bothered duck, we’re all f**ked any road.” – Lady who was asked if she’d like to get bumped up in the doctor’s queue

Woman 1: Who’s playing tonight?!

Woman 2: Ted Sheringham.

Woman 1: Really? He’s done well 

for himself.

Woman: My husband always likes it round the back and he really goes for it. He always sleeps well after that.

“Mum, Callum said he would give 
you eight pahnd for a donut.” 

“I get well paranoid smoking cheese. Can’t even go shop for a Mars bar.”

“It’s like Benjamin Button, 
but in reverse.”

“Did you hear about that 

woman who died the other 

day? She lived until she was 

117. She said her secret was 

eating three eggs a day, two 

cooked and one raw. I’d 

rather die.”

“There’s always summat that goes in summat, int they?”

“Well, you know them Waitrose 

fish on that advert caught on 

that fish rod? Well, you’re never 

telling me they’ve caught all 

them Waitrose fish on that rod.”

Tweet us @LeftLion with your #OverheardInNotts quotes.
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Want to get your shots featured in this spread?

Simply email your best high-res Nottingham photos and 
Instagram handle to lefteyeon@leftlion.co.uk.
 
Happy snapping.

Thomas Griffiths 
The calm before the demolition.

thomasgriffithsphotography.myportfolio.com

Marina Kyriacou 
Nottingham is proud to be.

flickr.com/photos/illusiax



Melanie Mack 
Canal cavity.

@melaniemack11

Christopher Collins 
Ribbety dibbety.

itschriscollins.x10.bz

Ieva Kambarovaite 
Top swingers.

@ieva.kamb

leftlion.co.uk/issue93  9
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Malcolm Skyylab, aka Malcolm Bliss-Brown, is a laser display, VJ 
and underground trance-tune specialist who’s been on the Notts 
scene since 1996. Whacking on epic lighting shows at club nights 
under Skyylab Laser Lighting UK, he also runs Sci-Tronic: the night 
dedicated to hard trance, psygressive, and everything in between. 
Having appeared everywhere from Cookie Club to The Angel, 
this month Sci-Tronic celebrates its fourth birthday at its new 
home: The Irish Centre. Ahead of the event, we got our Malcolm to 
answer a few questions in photographic form…

Sci-Tronic: The First Rebirth takes place on Saturday 16 September 
down The Irish Centre. Expect to see The Digital Blonde, DJ Fergus, 
DJ Iah, RYD3R, Malcolm Skyylab, and Atex, from 9pm, for £5 - £7.

projectskyylab.co.uk
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everyday i’m hustlin
 

October in Nottingham pops off on a regular. What miserable glimmers we had of summer may be well and truly 
over, but the city shakes off the rain and comes out in such force that we’re crowned the UK’s Festival City for the 
entire 31 days. Adding to the mass of joy and wonder is the formidable Hockley Hustle; the charity music festival 
that transforms the cobbles of Hockley into a hedonistic paradise, all in the name of dobbing some worthwhile causes 
some cash.  
 
This year, they’ve gone all out to bring the party to Hoodtown’s pint-sized partiers, and they’re proud to present, 
for the first time in the festival’s ten-year history, Young Hustlers. We had a word with festival kingpin, Tommy 
Farmyard, to find out more... 
How has the festival grown since last year? 
Blooming loads. We’re introducing a family element to the festival in the form of Young 
Hustlers, which features drumming workshops, DJ workshops with Mr Switch, poetry 
writing and workshops with Nottingham’s Young Poet Laureate, and songwriting with 
Rob Green.  
 
There’ll be live music, including a gig from the Robin Hood Youth Orchestra featuring 
Mr Switch, craft and science activities, and a family rave hosted by Big Fish Little 
Fish over at Nottingham Contemporary. We thought about running the two festivals 
on separate days, but we wanted the youngsters to be able to get the Hockley Hustle 
vibe, too. We have to say a massive thanks to Arts Council England for supporting 
this project. 
 
Outside of the thirty-odd grown-up ‘Hustle venues, there’s a huge amount of street 
entertainment for the Young Hustlers and adult Hustlers to get stuck into. We’ve 
started a project with the Nottingham Music Hub, teaming up the sixty-piece UFO 
orchestra with six Notts vocalists including Liam Bailey, Harleighblu and 
Natalie Duncan.  
 
We’re also moving down to Market Square in the afternoon cos the Spiegeltent will be 
back in business, especially for the ‘Hustle. Expect a typically eclectic Hustle lineup, 
including The Hackney Colliery band. It’s bonkers, and brilliant fun. 
 
Who’ve you got headlining?
We don't really like the idea of headliners. All the lineups are great, some acts are just 
on a bit later than others. Ronika is coming up from London for LeftLion; Georgie is on 
the Hockley Hustle stage; Harleighblu and Congi will be on the Confetti Live stage; 
we’ve just booked young cellist Sheku Kanneh-Mason, and the Invisible Orchestra will 

be closing the LeftLion stage. We love being able to stick bigger name acts in small 
rooms and vice versa, it’s a huge part of the Hockley Hustle charm. But if someone 
wants to build a 1,000 cap venue in Hockley, we won't say no. Also, we’re planning a 
wicked after-party at Suede. 
 
What are you most looking forward to?
Seeing the ‘Hustle come together on the day is just such a great feeling. I’m really 
looking forward to the Jiallo Jazz Jam on the Phlexx stage, a project we started a few 
years ago where we team Nottingham’s funkiest jazz band up with various Notts MCs 
and vocalists.  
 
I can’t wait for the street entertainment; the orchestra project; the Broad Street silent 
disco hosted by Truth and Lies featuring lots of great DJs; the food from Nottingham 
Street Food Club; the carnival parades; and launching Young Hustlers. There’s too 
much good stuff to choose from. 

Any surprises you can fill us in on?
Surprises? No, then they wouldn’t be surprises. However, I was woken up at 5am by 
a mosquito and then I killed it, but not until 7am. I’ve called it The Dead Graham, and 
he’s definitely dead.

Who are the charities you’ll be supporting?
Framework, Rethink Mental Health, Refugee Forum, and Equation. And we’re 
encouraging people to bring nonperishable food donations to the wristband exchange 
on the day for Himmah Food Bank, as well as clothes and sleeping bags for 
Emmanuel House. 
 
Hockley Hustle and Young Hustlers takes place on Sunday 8 October, in venues 
throughout Hockley.

hockleyhustle.co.uk
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Notts lad Oli Gibbons of Tumble Audio has had 
his imagination captured by soundsystems. From 
attending raves like Misst, Futureproof, Rubberdub, 
Basslaced and Detonate in his teenage years, to 
running the go-to label for guaranteed dancefloor 
madness, his involvement and dedication to the culture 
has led him to spawn his own musical powerhouse, 
right here in Notts...

While Oli’s first tastes of beats and rigs were on home turf, a thirst to delve deeper into 
the soundsystem world saw him seize the opportunity to head up north to Leeds in 2008, 
where the scene was well and truly thriving. Here, he hit up iconic events like Sub Dub 
and Exodus, held at the West Indian Centre.

“All of those nights were pretty amazing. The Iration Steppas soundsystem is what 
made it. It’s still the loudest, most bass-heavy soundsystem I’ve ever heard,” said Oli. “I 
remember when DJ Youngsta played Skream’s Meta-Lick at the end of one night, when 
the lights came on. It has a third drop, about five minutes into the tune. I didn’t know 
about it because it was a dubplate at the time, and when it got to that point, it felt like the 
world was going to end. 

“Another favourite memory was when The Bug played with Warrior Queen and Flowdan 
at Exodus vs Room 237. They sent the place absolutely mental. I just remember thinking 
‘Nothing will ever get better than this.’”

Enjoying success through 2010/11 as part of dubstep duo Goli & Ashburner, with Michael 
Ashburner, Oli regularly returned to Nottingham. The pair ran a joint label, For The Win 
Records, holding residencies at their label’s nights at Brownes and the much-loved 
basement of Dogma for three years, alongside securing gigs overseas in Holland, Sweden, 
Belgium, Germany, Poland and America.
 
Blessed with an audio education from the soundsystem nights up north, and with hefty 
production, DJ and promotions experience under his belt, Oli came back to his home city 
with plenty to give, but unsure where to head next.
 
“At this point, dubstep had gone crazy,” says Oli. “It wasn’t the same any more, and I was 
starting to DJ music I just wasn’t into, because that’s what people wanted. I guess you 
could say I felt lost.”

Mimm founder and close friend, Nathaniel Wilson, ended up handing him the reins of his 
brand’s label, Mimm Recordings, which he managed from 2011 to 2012. In this role, Oli 
says he was exposed to music that may have otherwise missed his radar, with streams 
of UK funky, house, and techno demos from both local and further-afield producers. And 
while nurturing a specific sound for the label, some tracks sent to him weren’t the right fit 
for Mimm, yet undeniably required an outlet.
 
“Majora and Killjoy, as well as Sergic and Lyka, were sending me some great stuff,” says 
Oli. “More grimey, housey, bassy ‘hype’ 130 bpm tunes that weren’t right for Mimm, but it 
gave me a push to try something new.”
 
And so, in 2012, Tumble Audio was born.

“There’s no set ethos as such,” Oli clarifies. “It’s not planned. We don’t say ‘OK, this 
month we’ll focus on UK garage, then next month it’s grime.’ If someone sends me 
something amazing that makes me want to dance like no one’s watching, it doesn’t 
matter what the genre is to be honest; if it’s quality, we’ll release it.”
 
In an industry that can sometimes be over-conscious of itself, it’s refreshing to clock 
an organisation that’s motivated by dancefloor energy. Oli’s open mindset towards the 
label’s sound is echoed in the productions he welcomes, and he uses Tumble Audio as a 
platform to support local talent. It’s something that remains at the core of Oli’s aim, with 
Nottingham names such as Killjoy, Sergic and Lyka still featuring heavily on the imprint.
 
“I like to keep the door open, in a ‘grass roots’ way: taking the music of producers that 
people may never have heard otherwise, and trying, where I can, to help build a scene,” 
he adds.
 
Undoubtedly, though, there are many who’d associate Tumble Audio with its events, over 
the label. Since March 2013, Tumble Audio held much-loved nights at The Bodega for 
three and a half years, before heading to The Irish Centre and now, The Maze. “The only 
venues that will let us set up our own soundsystem,” says Oli.
 

When it comes to promoting, Oli’s been at it for yonks. His first event was a metal night at 
The Old Angel, aged only sixteen. Armed with his own catalogue of cuts, it made sense to 
continue doing what he knows best.
 
“Labels I love, like DMZ, have always had their own nights. I think it’s important,” 
explains Oli. “You need a platform to play the tunes you’re pushing because, at first, who 
else is going to? When you’re producing, it’s hard to tell what effect it will have on the 
dancefloor, so being involved with a soundsystem and playing them is the only proper 
way to find out.

Beyond its own events, Tumble Audio shares tunes through collaborations with other 
local nights, all connected by the same love for soundsystem culture. Over the years, 
the label has teamed up with Rubberdub, as well as hosting takeovers at Nottingham’s 
famous bass music promoter, Detonate.
 
“Rubberdub had a huge part in helping us with promoting, soundsystems, and also DJing 
at our parties. They’re very good friends of ours. Also, Mimm have always been very 
supportive, and we do a lot of t-shirt collaborations with them now.”
 
On the subject of clobber, it’s impossible not to mention the label’s “Corbyn For Anti-War 
Dub” tee: a collaboration with Notts-based line The Tribes. The t-shirt features a picture 
of Corbyn holding up a copy of Digital Mystikz’ Anti-War Dub, and a percentage of the 
money raised is being donated to the homeless charity, Crisis.
 
“People just went mad for it,” laughs Oli. “It all started as a bit of a joke when I came 
back from Glastonbury, but I managed to finally convince The Tribes to get involved by 
drawing us a design, and the whole thing went viral. It’s hilarious, but I love it. As 
long as people are enjoying it we’ll keep on producing the shirts, as well as supporting 
the charity.”
 
Dub-fuelled politics aside, Tumble Audio will be joining forces with Rubberdub at 
Broadfest this September, playing at The Angel Microbrewery.
 
“Broadfest is just a huge celebration of that street, and I love it. It’s got one of the best 
cinemas in the UK, Mimm is there, and the whole area is full of creative people who are 
inspiring each other. I’m looking forward to it.”
 
Catch Tumble Audio on Saturday 2 September at The Maze with One Puf and Durkle Disco, 
featuring Snowy, Arctic, Denham Audio, Unkey and lots of other Nottingham talent, and a 
Funktion-One Soundsystem confirmed.
 
Look out for Tumble Audio’s latest release, TUM030 Burnie - Black Mist, with remixes from 
Italy's Lorenzo BITW, Nuvaman and Boycott, out now.
 
Broadfest takes place on Saturday 16 September, in Broad Street venues, from 6pm.

facebook.com/tumbleaudio

OLI, OLI,

OLI
words: Eileen Pegg 
illustration: Cameron Bain
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“A lot of times, when people say ‘hip hop’, they don't know what 
they’re talking about. They just think of the rappers. When you 
talk about hip hop, you’re talking about the whole culture and 
movement. You have to take the whole culture for what it is.” – 
Afrika Bambaataa 

Hip hop was birthed in the seventies, in the South Bronx, New York. Conceived 
as a form of self-expression focused on instrumentals, the structure was initially 
built around the DJ, who dropped the sound to the masses. At this time, it was a 
mixture of drum breaks and disco samples, or “break beats.” 

DJ Kool Herc is considered to be the founding father of hip hop. Not only did he 
throw legendary parties to help push forward the b-boy dance culture, he also 
introduced the concept of mic chanting, which derived from his time spent as 
a youth in Jamaica studying sound system culture. The notion of verbal self-
expression over an instrumental beat emerged, and the master of ceremony  
was born. 

The MC would rap to hype up parties, and each DJ would have either an MC or 
crew which inevitably created competition among other collectives, resulting 
in battles and sound clashes. Hip hop travelled outside of the US in the eighties 
and eventually spread all over the world, finding its way into a little city called 
Nottingham... 

B-boy 

“Back in the day, you actually had to leave your house to get the 
vibe – we really lived it back then.” – DJ Fever 

Weekly Rock City meet-ups with a frosty Red Stripe in hand, watching the b-boy 
festivities? Those were the good old days, where disputes were settled in the 
dance arena with sick instrumentals, courtesy of scratch pioneers DJ Master 
Scratch and Nasty Nice.  
 
Imagine a packed venue with crews of bodies moving in symmetry to break beats; 
a truly great time to be alive in Nottingham hip hop. People travelled all over the 
country to attend, and it even attracted the likes of the legendary DJ Goldie, and a 
young Jason Orange. Yes, the bloke from Take That. 

“It all started with Jonathan Woodliffe, really; he turned a rock 
venue into somewhere hip hop could thrive.” – Courtney Rose 

Jonathan Woodliffe – Nottingham’s Rick Rubin – put together the legendary Rock 
City Crew. This collective, and the Assassinators, became Nottingham's most 
renowned b-boy dance crews. Both managed to tour the world and even rubbed 
shoulders with legends like Chaka Khan and Melle Mel. Not bad for a load of 
Nottingham lads, eh?  
 
Courtney Rose, a member of the Assassinators, says that these tours helped the 
crews raise the cash needed to purchase team tracksuits to compete in. Often, a 
crew would sport the exact same tracksuit and everybody had to look fresh. 

Each dancer in each crew would have their own dance speciality. One would 
master popping and locking while another would focus on spinning, so everyone 
stayed strong and sharp, with each dancer bringing something different to 
the table. 

Unfortunately, this era was not well documented; footage and pictures are pretty 
scarce, which is why the 2014 documentary NG83: When We Were B Boys is vital 
in telling the tale of the Nottingham b-boy scene. With exclusive footage and 
interviews from the OGs of the eighties hip hop dance scene, like Claude Knight, 
D2 and Dancing Danny, the film is a salute to the movement we continue to build 
on today. 

The Nottingham hip hop dance scene has evolved over the years, and a lot of that’s 
down to Courtney. He saw the importance of dance in the community, and in 2008 
went on to start Take 1 Dance with his wife Melissa. The studio has since become 
the cornerstone of the Nottingham hip hop dance scene. 

Dancers from this studio – including Courtney and Melissa’s own children – 
have competed all over the world, putting Nottingham on the map. Other dance 
crews like The Funky Fresh Collective, Freedom Movement Hip Hop Team, and 
individuals like flexx dancer Jamal Sterrett, have helped mould the hip hop dance 
scene into what it is today.

Music 

Throughout the late eighties, the Nottingham rap scene really started to take 
off, with MCs like M.S.D, who, alongside producer DJ Quick – not to be confused 
with the west-coasting, Jheri-curl-wearing rapper and producer from the States – 
created a number of bangers for Hoodtown heads to bounce to.  
 
It was around this time that Joe Buhdha rhymed in a collective with Trevor Rose 
called MCs Logic, who got signed and ended up touring with Queen Latifah and 
De La Soul. They were even offered a record deal on the same label as Run DMC, 
but were unable to get out of their current contract. At the time, the production 
duties were down to DJ Trade. However, when Buhdha decided to embark on his 

Hip hop history in Nottingham is ridiculously rich; too rich to fit into one article. This piece is an introduction, 
the iceberg tip of a topic that we’ve been lucky enough to clock thanks to Pariz 1, DJ Fever and Courtney Rose, 
who put their time aside to drop endless OG gems; some of which have been stored in the LeftLion vault, 
for future podcast-related endeavours. Before we go in deep, let’s take a look back at the beginnings of the 
movement in the US, and at hip hop’s place in humble Notts… 
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own production journey, his legacy was solidified by 
working with some of the biggest acts in hip hop music, 
both nationally and internationally. 

In 1993, we saw Mr 45 drop the banger Radford (You 
Get Me). He went on to link up with Joe Buhdha, also 
collaborating with artists overseas, and in 1995, Pure 
Genius erupted on the scene with Unbelievable, followed 
by Undercover, and both local classics have stood the 
test of time. 
 
Pure Genius was formed in the early nineties and 
consisted of Courtney Rose aka Viking, Trevor Rose aka 
Big Trev, LAW, Nicky Fogo, Framps, KID – who passed 
away in 2012 – and DJ Fever. The crew achieved success 
in their own right and became one of the first rap groups 
in the UK to appear on the Tim Westwood show. 

Pure Genius inspired the creation of Out Da Ville: the 
crew that emerged under the guidance of Trevor Rose 
and CRS (Community Recording Studio) that consisted of 
Lee Ramsay, Tempa, Scorzayzee, Karizma and C-Mone. 
They released Blood Sweat and Tears: a certified Notts 
classic. Seeing them on MTV Base as a youngster made 
me, and many other heads, extremely proud to be from 
this city. 

The nineties was a breeding ground for Nottingham 
talent, and some would argue that it wouldn’t have been 
possible without the Rose Brothers. In 1991, Trevor set 
up CRS and Courtney later established Take 1 Studios. 
At a time when rivalry among areas was at its peak, both 
studios provided a safe haven for Nottingham youths to 
express themselves musically. 

“Trevor and Courtney provided a place where 
the youths could go after school – I was one of 
those youths. They would let us record in their 
studio for free.” – Pariz 1 

The impact and importance of the opportunities 
offered by the duo goes unchallenged in this city, and 
helped Pariz to develop into one of the most prominent 
Nottingham female MCs. She explained that because she 
resided in Radford, she recorded at Take 1 Studios while 
her cousin C-Mone from St Ann’s recorded at CRS  

Graffiti 

“Graffiti writers were the most interesting 
people in hip hop. They were the mad 
scientists, the mad geniuses, the weird ones.” 
– Adam Mansbach 
 
Graffiti art within hip hop emerged in the late seventies, 
and became most prominent in the eighties. This caught 
on in Nottingham, with artists like Popz 100 and Pulse 
taking the eighties and nineties by storm; they were even 
able to connect and work with artists from New York. 
Alert, who was a member of the groundbreaking Heavy 
Artillery Crew, and Kid30, aka Smallkid, plus the rest of 
the Oxygen Thievez, have made huge leaps within the 
culture to put Nottingham on the graffiti map. 

If there’s any doubt about Nottingham’s importance in 
the hip hop graffiti world, Dilk puts it to rest. Considered 
by many to be the Godfather of the Nottingham graffiti 
scene, Dilk humbly started by spray-painting his 
bedroom walls in his parents’ house, and went on to 
canvas walls in Barcelona and the Netherlands. He 
opened up paint shop Coverage in 2002, in the West End 
Arcade, eventually opening  Montana Shop on Hockley 
in 2008. 

Both shops, specialising in graffiti, paint, ink, and 
specialist t-shirts, have been a base camp for writers. 
In 1995, Dilk travelled to Barcelona to sit down with 
the creators of Montana paint, expressing admiration 
for the cans they produced, and walked away with an 
opportunity to open up the only Montana store in 
the UK. 
 

Fashion 

“We never really watched what the 
Americans were wearing; we just wore what 
was comfortable, it was street wear.” 
– Courtney Rose 

Fashion has always been a big part of hip hop culture. I 
remember being a young, avid hip hop head, grabbing 
my Fubu and Phat Farm tops from Victoria Market, 
thinking I was the long-lost Wu-Tang member. America 
has always been considered to have set the blueprint for 
hip hop fashion: from the eighties, when all the b-boys 
were running into their local sports shops to purchase 
the freshest tracksuits with Run DMC Adidas shell toes, 
to the nineties, and the emergence of gangsta rap, where 
the attire was mostly street wear in the literal sense of 
the word.

Over the years, we’ve witnessed the demise of American-
inspired hip hop clothing in the UK, with the baggy 
jeans, over-sized t-shirts and basketball jersey becoming 
more of a nuisance stereotype than a fashion statement. 
Fast-forward to today, and we now have a wider range of 
hip-hop-inspired garments and outlets.  
 
The entrepreneurship of current day designers and 
providers is refreshing: brands like Blue Cheese, Money 
Baggs Clothing and Mimm have been able to capture hip 
hop culture, and put their own UK spin on their designs. 
Mimm, acting as a platform for both local and worldwide 
designers, stock American apparel like Akademiks, but 
it’s their own, branded attire that’s fared the best with 
local people.

The DJ 
 
“I saw DJ Nasty Nice in a supermarket a few 
years back and I just went up to him and told 
him that I saw him play live at a particular 
event in the eighties, and that he killed it. He 
couldn't believe I remembered it.” – DJ Fever 
 
Back in the eighties, when the Rock City nights were 
in full swing, the DJs provided the soundtrack to the 
night, and DJ Master Scratch was a legendary resident 
DJ at these events. Master Scratch is hailed as one of 
Nottingham’s scratch DJ pioneers alongside DJ Nasty 
Nice, who DJ Fever claims had a huge influence on his 
DJing aspirations. 
 
DJ Fever started spinning in the late eighties. From 
formulating equipment at home and converting it into 
decks, he studied the greats that came before him and 
started to master his trade. Fever went on to join Pure 
Genius crew in 1994 as their DJ, after auditioning for 
Courtney in his studio. 

“We used to get vinyl from Arcade Records 
in the West End Arcade, and if we wanted 
samples, we’d go to Rob’s Records.”
 – DJ Fever 

Fever, who regularly passes on his OG wisdom to 
students at Confetti, has also gone on to produce tracks 
for local Nottingham talent: from the likes of Mr 45 and 
Out Da Ville, to Stan Crookz, Harleighblu and J.Littles. 
He’s toured Dubai, and has even opened up for the purple 
man himself, Prince, on two occasions, who told him that 
he really enjoyed his set.  

“I don’t think you really choose hip hop, I think 
hip hop chooses you.” – DJ Fever 

The culture is very different today, with many DJs trading 
in vinyl for CDJs. But Nottingham has birthed DJs that 
have mastered both methods, and have gone on to 
achieve global success: Kiss FM’s Shortee Blitz and Radio 
1’s MistaJam being two prime examples. 

“Me, Courtney and Jam were a production 
team together back in the day, we used to 
make beats.” – DJ Fever 

Jam is one of Take 1 Studios’ biggest success stories, 
and acts as a great example of the outcome of positive 
community involvement, and mentors providing the 
means for the youth to express themselves. MistaJam 
has publicly expressed that if there was no Take 1, there 
would be no MistaJam. 

 
Future Thoughts 
 
The other day, my one-year-old son performed his first 
head nod to a hip hop instrumental, and it was one of my 
proudest moments as a father. I only hope that he grows 
to love the culture as much as me, a Nottingham lad who 
grew up completely in love with the movement, and that 
he knows and understands the impact our city has had 
on the scene. 
 
We have it all: from legendary artists, producers and 
dancers, to world-renowned graffiti artists and trend-
setting fashion outlets. This piece is a mere snapshot, 
an outline of how hip hop elements intertwine with 
this great city we call home. There are plenty of names 
bubbling below the surface that we’re yet to mention, 
historic stones to turn over, that we’ll be bringing to the 
table soon. Stay tuned. 
 
Do you have a story about Nottingham’s hip hop history? 
We want to hear from you, so drop us a line on 
hiphop@leftlion.co.uk 

words: Nathaniel Benjamin
illustrations: Emily Catherine
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“In comessszzzzzzzz I, backward and wonky… In comessszzzzzzzz I, 
Hopper Joe…”
 
These lines, adapted from a traditional Nottinghamshire folk play, are 
being read aloud from a glittery, golden horse-head-shaped card. It’s 
held aloft by a figure dressed in her own ribbon-trimmed, day-glo 
reinvention of a smock, last worn in the village of Cropwell Bishop 
during the 1890s.
 
You might say that Hopper Joe’s introduction to himself, in 
the hands of Suffolk-born, Nottingham-based artist Arianne 
Churchman, is not only the first line of a performance called Horse-
Play, but something of a declaration of intent.

“I was definitely drawn to the Hopper Joe costume in the Castle's 
collection because the character’s origins are in folk play,” 
explains Churchman. “In folk plays, normal modes of behaviour 
are reversed, things become topsy-turvy, and that allows you to 
enter the worlds of ritual, to make things wonky and strange.

 
“In my own work, I like finding those wonky things within folkloric culture, 
then squishing them together with other bits and pieces and really coming 
to some very poor conclusions. That’s one of the things I love about folk 
culture; it has these rough edges that lead to some very strange things 
coming out of it.”
 
Churchman’s work since her graduation in 2011 has explored such folkloric 
characters and rituals as the Cutty Wren, the Harvest Wain, the Soulcaking 

Séance and the Chime Child. Collaborations with Chloe Langlois have 
also manifested skipping Green Men in Nottingham’s city 
centre and a human stone circle outside Peterborough’s town 
museum at dawn. Horses, however, have been, and remain, one 
of Churchman’s consistent fascinations.

“In some ways, Horse-Play is just me combining a lot of the 
various horse-related things I've worked with over the last few 
years: from clanking, horse-brass frogs’ bones, to making and 
wearing horse-head masks,” she says. “But perhaps I should 
add that I do keep accidentally making different parts of Father 
Ted in my own work, so for the Castle show I may well end up 
inadvertently remaking the My Lovely Horse video.”
 
Having said that, a comic outcome wouldn’t be entirely 
inappropriate, given that another key influence on Churchman’s 
Horse-Play has been the Castle’s archived records of its 1977 
exhibition The Story of English Clowning, put together by the 
extraordinary, if now rather neglected, poet, writer, exhibition designer 

and researcher Arnold Rattenbury.
 
Hopper Joe’s nineteenth-century costume – decorated with ploughs, 
horses, a variety of rural village types in patchwork silhouette and the 
words “IN COMEƧ I” – featured very prominently in Rattenbury’s 1977 
display. It sat alongside such folkloric icons as the Minehead and Padstow 

Hobby Horses, the Ooser’s Head, and a seventies clown costume 
decorated with a picture of Donald Duck made from sequins.
 
Rattenbury’s eclectic approach to making exhibitions was part and 
parcel of someone his publisher and close friend John Lucas describes 
as “one of the wittiest men I’ve ever known. Arnold was a wonderful 
writer and prodigiously well-connected researcher who tended to 
know everyone, mainly through Communist Party contacts.
 
“The Communist Party in the thirties was very involved in folk and 
popular art, so a lot of the people Arnold knew in that world were 
also connected to the Communist Party; people like [legendary folk-
song collector] A.L. Lloyd, or Enid Marx, whose extensive folk art 
collection is now at Compton Verney in Warwickshire. These were 
formidable people whom Arnold gleaned a lot of material 
and information from…he had extraordinary knowledge and 
convinced passions.”
 
One of the first publications from Lucas’s own Shoestring Press 
was Rattenbury’s 1994 chapbook The Frigger Makers, a collection 
of poetry that he acknowledges as a major factor in his decision 

to set up the Beeston-based publishing imprint in the first place.

“The Frigger Makers is a perfect example of Arnold’s playful work, where 
he honours the men and women who used their spare time to take their 
crafts in playful directions,” says Lucas. “‘Frigger making’ included things 
like scrimshaw, whittling, and the wonderful work miners and nail-makers 
did when etching the insides of tobacco tins. It was when the glass-
blowers of Sheffield made ridiculously heavy glass hats and walked around 
in parades wearing them.”
 

“Arnold was a Marxist who believed in the folk as the creators of their 
own culture, and art as something rooted in working people’s lives," 
he explains. "For him, Marxism wasn’t a sour-faced and overly serious 
Stalinism; Arnold always insisted on the joyousness of Marxism, on the 
fact that whatever gives pleasure and offends the bourgeoisie is great. He 
stood for a genuine kind of populism, not what populism has become, but 
a belief that people could make their own culture.”

Churchman notes that her own attraction to the Castle’s 
documentation of The Story of English Clowning lay in the show’s 
highly idiosyncratic staging and the infectiously blatant enthusiasm 
with which Rattenbury had gathered and presented his exhibits.

“The exhibition design he’d come up with was quite out of the 
ordinary compared to anything you’d find in a major gallery or 
museum now,” she says. “He creates a very playful environment, 
complete with big tops and painted scenery. I do also think that 
clowning is an aspect of folk culture that often gets a 
bit overlooked.
 
“His sensibility comes through very strongly in his writings for 
the exhibition catalogue, where everything is written about with 
the utmost enthusiasm, and all in language absolutely anyone 
could understand,” she adds. “I’m very much an enthusiast 
rather than an expert myself. I’m incredibly serious about 
what I make, but at the same time, when you work with folk 
culture, you are going to make yourself look ridiculous and that 
amateurism is a really fun part of it.

“One of the nicest things about The Story of English Clowning is the way 
he’d managed to draw interesting lines between traditional folk culture, 
circus and various other traditions simply by putting all these objects 
into a space where they’re just standing about together. 
He has African masks displayed alongside English 
folk costumes, and he seems to really understand the 
connections – which are there to see – but it’s not at all 
dry or studiously put together.”
 
Rattenbury’s “rag-bag” sensibility, like Hopper Joe’s, 
informed Churchman’s own performance last month, 
as she made her way through the Castle grounds in 
three stages. She recited her Hopper Joe text on the 
green, put on a horse’s head in the children’s playground, 
then donned a plough-boat bustle on the terrace while 
humming a tune associated with the Minehead Hobby 
Horse. At each stage, she distributed small, glittery, horse-
shaped “HORSEEEEEDs” among her audience like ritual 
protective offerings. The effect was curiously, if subtly, 
transformative.
 
“When looking through the archives, I noticed that Arnold 
had managed to get the Minehead Hobby Horse for his 
clowning exhibition, and I’d already made a sound piece and 
film for the Folklore Tapes record label in 2015 which had been based on 
the way the Minehead Horse works to create a ritual space around that 
particular village,” she explains.
 
“For that reason, my Horse-Play performance took a route up 
through the Castle grounds to create a similar kind of ritual 
space, so it ended up located somewhere between the Minehead 
Hobby Horse ritual and one of the Plough Plays from which 
Hopper Joe and his costume come, which is probably a terrible 
bastardisation, but that’s how I often work. What I create 
draws on the actual traditions but works outside them and 
becomes something else in its own right, I suppose.
 
“Besides, Hopper Joe seemed an odd choice for a clowning 
exhibition to me, as he’s very much a fringe character and 
his role is not particularly comedic. I think Rattenbury’s 
exhibition created a much larger dialogue around his costume 
than the folk play he came from ever did. But Hopper Joe’s 
“rag-bag” sensibility is obviously also wonderful, as it gives 
me a kind of permission to bring together disparate things 
in my own performance and exhibition too.” 
 
Arianne Churchman’s Horse-Play is being exhibited at 
Nottingham Castle Museum and Art Gallery from Saturday 
16 September – Tuesday 31 October. Nottingham Castle charges apply.

ariannechurchman.tumblr.com
 

Arianne Churchman won the Solo Exhibition Prize at the Nottingham Castle Open last year, and the 
result, Horse-Play, delves into the folklore of Hopper Joe, the Minehead Hobby Horse, and Arnold 
Rattenbury's 1977 exhibition about clowning. We talked to Arianne, and Rattenbury's publisher John 
Lucas, ahead of the opening later this month.
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 Horse-Play is just me combining a lot of the 
various horse-related things I’ve worked with over 
the last few years: from clanking, horse-brass frogs’ 
bones, to making and wearing horse-head masks



So, you’re one of Nottingham’s very own... 
Absolutely. I’m thoroughbred Notts. Cut me open and it’s Nottingham 
through and through, duck. 

Have you always been interested in art? 
I’ve always been creative, but I look at other people’s work and think 
“There’s no way I could do that.” I never thought to class myself as an 
artist. Even just sitting here talking to you, I’m wondering “Am I a fraud?” I 
always used to think you had to be naturally talented, but it’s not like that. 
It’s practice, isn’t it? The more my confidence grows, the more the artist 
inside me takes over.  
 
You use recycled cans to make pieces. What gave you the idea to make 
something new out of something old? And why cans? 
I really enjoy turning one thing into another; the whole upcycling and 
recycling thing. Initially, I wanted to upcycle furniture, but there are loads 
of other people doing that, and the logistics aren’t easy. I also knackered my 
back up, so I needed to find something else.  
 
I worked at Glastonbury for a few years, and we’d get through around 300 
cans on our stall. I was looking at the empty cans and thought, “I can make 
something out of this.” I started making house numbers but they don’t 
weather very well, so I got a bit more ambitious. I tried to do a portrait, and 
the first one I did worked out way better than I could have anticipated. It 
just developed from there.
 
Where do you get your cans from?
I’ve got Bunker’s Hill collecting them, plus my neighbours, and the guys at 
Kiosk collect Karma Kolas for me. 
 
What’s your creative process, from start to finish?  
I draw my image on paper first and then deal with the board. I’ve started 
to incorporate a lot more spray paint from Montana in my backgrounds 
because the colours are phenomenal. In terms of cans, I’m quite limited, but 
there are a lot more craft brewery places bringing out funkier cans. 
 
When I’m doing really big pieces, I like to contrast the paint and the can. 
Once I’ve drawn the image, I cut the paper out and place it on the 
board. Then it’s about filling it in. For bigger pieces, from cleaning and 
cutting the cans, to the final piece, it can take around fifty hours.
 
And you do this while working full-time as well? 
Yeah, I’ve got my own gardening business. You have to have something else 
because it’s the most unstable of unstable incomes. And I enjoy the 

gardening. It’s hard work, and obviously it’s seasonal, so it’s swings and 
roundabouts, but it keeps me healthy. I’d love to do my art full time, though.

Would you like to get commissioned by a particular brand?  
Nah, I wouldn’t want to be exclusive to anyone. I want to set my own rules, 
and I’m not in this to make loads of money, I just want to make a living. It’s 
one of the nicest feelings in the world when somebody buys your work. 
When I went to Sherwood Art Week to the Remarkable Recycling Gala, I’d 
had a really shitty day, and then this guy came along and bought my Jimi 
Hendrix piece. I was sad to see him go though, so I’m gonna make 
another one. 

How do you decide what pieces to make? 
A lot of the people I recreate are famous or admired for something, and I 
seem to pick people who’ve experienced troubled times. Like, with Amy 
Winehouse, I was never the biggest fan of her music, but I really identify 
with her story and how life became harder for her after her father left. I’m 
also drawn to figures who’ve struggled with addiction and substance 
abuse, and how they’ve been glamourised and hounded in their absence. 
I’m probably stuck in the sixties. I’m a huge Beatles fan, and the way 
people feel about Amy Winehouse I feel about John Lennon; he’s been my 
idol since I was about ten.  
 
It was great to see you pop up at The Anti Gallery and to see you win 
THiNK’s Open Exhibition. How did it feel? 
The Anti Gallery was my first ever exhibition. When I think about the work 
I put into that and my latest piece, I’ve exceeded my own expectations of 
what I can do. Although I’m still massively critical of my own work, I’m 
really pleased with the progress I’m making. I’m so thrilled to have won the 
Open Exhibition at THiNK. I didn’t expect it at all, and the momentum I’ve 
been gathering has been crazy.  
 
Kelly Ann Holmes exhibits Wasted Talents and Glorious Tragedies at 
THiNK in Cobden Chambers, from Wednesday 6 - Sunday 17 September. 
The opening night is on Wednesday 6 September, and it’s free entry for the 
duration of the the exhibition. 

facebook.com/northernbynature 
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 I was looking at the empty cans and thought 
‘I can make something out of this.’

Kelly Ann Holmes is a self-taught mixed media artist specialising in the use of recycled drinks cans. 
She’s a homegrown Nottingham gal, and draws inspiration from the vibrant scenes our city has to offer. 
She won the first Open Exhibition at THiNK in Cobden Chambers, and is gearing up for her first solo 
show, Wasted Talents and Glorious Tragedies: an exhibition in portraiture based on fame and glamour, 
touching on the topics of mental health and substance abuse... 

interview: Alex Kuster
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Art Works

 

The Win of the Warriors is one of my more recent 
illustrations, commissioned in June by a fitness and 
wellness website to use on their Instagram page. They 
wanted me to make an editorial image to celebrate the 
2017 NBA Championship Finals win by the Golden 
State Warriors.

 
When brainstorming this project, I liked the idea from the 
movies of the clock counting down and someone scoring in 
the last few seconds, so my image is the slow-motion dunk 

at the end of the movie: a confetti explosion-type thing. I took elements from their logo as 
inspiration for the shapes throughout the illustration, and the colour palette came from 
their team colours.
 
This job had a very quick turn-around: just one day! I’d never worked to such a tight 
deadline before, so when they asked, I jumped at the challenge. In a way, it was a 
landmark job for me because before this I had mostly been working to one- or two-week 
deadlines, or longer. This job proved to me that I could make those fast deadlines and still 
put out quality work.
 
My illustrations are a mix of traditional and digital. I draw everything in pencil and 
colour digitally. I try to physically draw as many of the elements in the image as possible, 
because the less I have to add digitally, the more cohesive the image will look in the end. 
I like limited colour palettes and offset screen-printing styles, so I try to incorporate this 
into my stuff.

All my work is done from my home studio, under the watchful eyes of my dogs, Lady 
and Moose. It’s a bit small and cramped, but has everything I need right now. I hope 
to eventually upgrade to a bigger studio with my own screen- and risograph-printing 
facilities.
 
I originally studied Design Communications in Ireland and, while taking an illustration 
elective, I discovered I much preferred that. I graduated from that course and then moved 
to Scotland to study illustration for two years at DJCAD. After graduation number two, I 
moved back to Ireland and have been building up my business ever since.
 
I work full time as a freelance illustrator, balancing personal projects with commissions. I 
take on personal commissions, portraits and editorial work from clients all over the world. 
I’d like to break into book illustration too at some stage.
 
Now and then, I make small runs of zines, but in the future I’d like to do larger runs, plus 
make handmade prints and other products to sell online and at markets and fairs. I have 
shops online with Society6 and Inprnt where I sell prints and items featuring my designs. 
Ideally, I’d want to sell my own handmade curated items from my own shop.
 
Every project is a new topic to discover and research and that’s one of the things I love 
about illustration. I’m very detail-orientated and naturally curious, so illustration is a good 
fit for me. Being your own boss isn’t half bad either, even if it means you have to work 
weird hours and weekends a lot. All in all, it’s great to wake up and get to do what you 
love for a living. 
 
To get in touch with Chrissy, drop her a line on chrissy@chrissycurtin.com 

chrissycurtin.com 

The Win of the Warriors 
Chrissy Curtin

I imagine these new ceramic creations living in a faraway 
galaxy where the land is covered with fluffy white snow 
and the hills are blanketed with paper trees. I’m desperate 
to make an animation; my brain is pretty much the film 
The Science of Sleep on repeat at the moment.

 
I recently completed a residency with Artcore in Derby, 
which culminated in an exhibition at the museum, 
inspired by the various artefacts. While I was researching 
and developing my work, I had the opportunity to snoop 

through their stores, which was fascinating. Gently opening dusty boxes containing 
all kinds of historical treats and delicately unwrapping these important objects with 
anticipation, I felt like Charlie opening his golden ticket.  
 
Finding some African fertility statues, I took inspiration from the shapes and patterns, 
and when it came to the launch, I nestled them around the ceramics collection as a 
cheeky, interventional art piece.   

There are quite a few stages to ceramics: sculpting (the fun part), drying, biscuit firing 
(which takes a couple of days), painting (double-fun part), drying, and then the final 
firing. It’s a very lengthy process. You have no idea how many ceramic legs I have lost 
on the way from workstation to kiln. I’ve always been used to bashing my work out quite 
quickly, and it’s been a good experience to have to take my time.
 
A lot of them were made in my living room. I had access to a small studio space with the 
residency, but I like to bang my music out and have a constant supply of fresh coffee, so 
I ended up coming home and making them. I’ve just moved into Bentinck Art Studios in 
Gamble Street, though. I was feeling like I needed to be around fellow art people and 
there was nowhere in Derby, so I decided to take the plunge and make the commute. It’s 
worth the drive; the space is amazing, and so are the artists.
 
I work part time as a personal assistant to adults with learning disabilities, am a mother 
to my girl and also facilitate creative workshops, which is the bread and butter of most 
artists. I’ve always kind of refused to go and get a normal job, and settle for work that 
doesn’t excite me or put something back into the world. 

Drawing has always been in my head, and I’ve always viewed the world in a different 
way. I know everybody does, but maybe it’s just that the artist finds ways to express 
that difference. I remember people asking me who taught me to draw as a kid and being 
really confused about how to answer, because nobody taught me, not until I got to 
college anyway. I enjoy it because it’s like therapy; if I’m not being creative, I start to go 
a bit crazy.
 
I’d really like to make some public art, and now I’ve taken my work from paper to 3D, 
I can start developing work on a much grander scale. I’m looking to do some more 
residencies and just really expand my work and experiment with different processes. I’m 
up for making my work move, so if any animators out there want to collaborate, give me a 
holla. All in all, I’m pretty excited about what’s round the corner. 

To get in touch with Tracey, drop her a line on goldstar.traceymeek@gmail.com
traceymeek.com

Snow People 
Tracey Meek



TEK  
TIME  

 Trying to get a 24ft-long chameleon DJ booth through 
a small fire exit was interesting...

interview: Bridie Squires 
photos: @tekontasecta 
@n.a.d.m @sveety_k  
@greeneyeadventures
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Tekonta Secta is a music and art 
collective made up of free party people 
from all over Nottingham. Known for 
rambunctious raves that take place in 
the bellies of woods and the middle of 
Broad Street alike, they’ve even been 
known to book – ahem – DJ workshops, 
in schools. Here, the elusive boggers 
answer a few of our questions and treat 
us to a plethora of photographic treats of 
theirs, all for your eyeball pleasure... 
 
When did the Tekonta Secta collective start?
The artwork and graffiti sides of Tekonta started in 2011. It 
then evolved into a crew, and the parties started happening 
in early 2013.

There are lots of different aspects to the collective – art, 
music, free parties, soundsystem – what’s the ethos that 
ties everything together?
It’s all about teamwork. Between the crew, there’s graffiti, 
joinery, and photography going on, then there’s also a passion 
to fiddle about and create stuff. It’s wicked to combine it all 
together and see what can be achieved.

Talk us through the creative process of chucking a 
free party...
Top secret info, that is! Let’s just say it requires some heavy 
lifting and no sleep, for sure.

What have been some of your biggest challenges?
Trying to get a 24ft-long chameleon DJ booth through a small 
fire exit was interesting. Or picking up all the juicy tissues 
and NOS canisters in the woods at eight in the morning. 
These things have to be done.

Tell us about Dutty Donna. What puts her apart from other 
soundsystems?
We met Donna back in 2015. She’s a loud girl, mostly prefers 
being in the outdoors, and loves to get dirty.

You host raves in loads of different locations. What have 
been the most memorable?
We once had a picnic under an old railway bridge with a 
giant snail and, more recently, we held a team-building 
exercise in a school hall that went down quite well.

Can you tell us the story behind the Rushcliffe School 
knees-up?
No comment.

What other collectives do you like?
Massive shouts to The Nest Collective on the audio 
assistance and vegetable samosas!

What makes a “safe party person”?
Any shape. Any size. Any colour. Any flavour. Any respectful 
human being wanting to bring positive vibes to the party. 

The Tekonta look is really distinctive...
The style slowly evolves and mutates, but was originally 
heavily influenced by psychedelics and the ultraviolet decor 
you see at psytrance parties.

You also do custom designs...
We can do all sorts: custom DJ booths and stage design, 
paint jobs for vehicles and bedrooms, or even smaller stuff 
like personalised canvases and accessories. Please get in 
touch if you want something.

Does the collective have any upcoming missions planned?
We have some live graffiti and mini Tekonta stalls popping 
up a few more times this festival season, but we have some 
big plans for next year. In the meantime, keep your ears open. 
Especially around Halloween. 
 
To check out Tekonta Secta art and hardware for sale, go to 
@tekontaportal on Instagram. Also, follow Donna Dutson 
on Facebook

facebook.com/tekonta.secta



Congi
Motion EP
EP (Self-released)

It’s all squelchy synths, dust crackles and ethereal bass in the 
latest offering from Congi, who don’t seem to want to stick 
to one sound for too long. Past dubstep releases have opened 
eyes in raves with spacious, intelligent sounds, and anime-
style beat tapes have delivered bedtime stories to insomniacs; 
Motion moves forward to combine the feelings, and seems to 
know something we don't. The textures of this five-track EP are 
more optimistic, gliding from the shape-cutting arms of opening track 174, through the soft, 
DMT-trip voices in Spring Cut, and into the piano-punctuated moon chase of Something in the 
Water. London-based Geode features in Back Again, a tune that tumbles around in heads, 
thudding and releasing with expert conduction. There’s room to move around in the music 
still, but now we’re looking at the denser parts under a microscope, zooming in and out of 
this chaotic universe. Bridie Squires

congi.bandcamp.com

Berserk
Towards Emptiness
EP (Self-released)
 
This new offering from the hardcore music scene of Nottingham 
is a masterclass in high-tempo, headbang-worthy, death metal. 
If done right, this genre can really get your blood pumping, and 
Berserk’s take on the manic excitement of their craft does just 
that. Each song fills up with a combination of fast-moving drum 
accompaniments and soaring guitar riffs. Most notably, Exit 
From Life and Sodomy and Torture boast highly skilled, high-
speed displays of death metal instrumentals. This, added to a memorable vocal performance 
throughout the album, feels particularly present in Pure Hate, a song more focused around its 
voice element. Don’t worry though, the music isn’t taken out of the picture completely. The 
final tune, Towards Emptiness, does not disappoint as a finishing touch; a true headbanger 
to complete a work can never go amiss – particularly in the hardcore scene – and this song 
certainly delivers that. Alex Keene

berserkuk.bandcamp.com

Childhood
Universal High
Album (Marathon Artists)
 
Childhood’s new album is kind of like 
Curtis Mayfield meeting Mac DeMarco. 
Founded in 2010 at University of 
Nottingham, the band have mined a 
vintage, seventies sound while still 
feeling modern throughout, with its mix 
of indie, pop and soul, plus a smooth, 
upbeat and warm vibe that feels a little 
sexy too. The combination of upbeat 
rhythms and a breezy quality gives 
the band’s second album real depth, 
making it one of the rare albums that I 
feel comfortable describing as “groovy.” 
Also, Childhood’s perfectly tailored 
aesthetic of wide-leg trousers, suede 
jackets and flared collars acts as an 
inspiration to head down to the local vintage shop before hitching a ride in a Ford Cortina. 
Every song consistently maintains a strong sound while still tickling your sense of freedom, 
flowing in and out of tabs with ease; since its release, I’ve had this playing non-stop without 
ever getting bored. The vocals from frontman Ben Romans-Hopcraft range from gravel-deep 
to effortlessly high, remaining in perfect harmony with the other instruments: electric guitar, 
keyboard and drums, all of which the band melodically blend together. The tracks are really 
versatile too; they can be full of energy when you’re in a feel-good mood, but also dreamlike 
and hazy for when you’re more relaxed. With a few tour dates already lined up, good things 
are absolutely to come from these guys. Elizabeth O’Riordan

childhoodband.bandcamp.com
 

Rather listen to the tunes on this page than read about ‘em? 
Wrap your tabs round Sound Of The Lion, our dedicated 
music podcast. If you want your own tunes reviewed and 
you’re from Notts, hit up leftlion.co.uk/sendusmusic
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Vandal Savage
1000th Prestige
Album (Self-released)

This local rapper shows exquisite 
wordplay and lyricism every 
release without fail, and is making 
hefty strides in Nottingham’s 
underground scene of late. 1000th 
Prestige adheres to the same 
stomp, with even more to boot. 
His smoke-induced lyrics drift 
over the airy but somewhat solid beats, and seem to meander 
through the tunes like a stream running through a dank, dimly 
lit street. Vandal Savage clearly has a massive presence in this 
release and isn’t out-matched by UKHH heavyweight, Micall 
Parknsun. His partners in crime – Notts’ very own flow demon 
Juga-Naut and legendary veteran Cappo (collectively VVV) – add 
a unique helping hand with their features. 1000th Prestige is most 
definitely some of Vandal’s best work yet, with great attention to 
detail and an inspiring instrumental selection. Curtis Powell

iamvandalsavage.bandcamp.com
 

Taco Hell
Retainer
EP (Self-released)
 
Stating that “the funny name is to 
cover up the sadness,” Taco Hell 
aren’t lacking in the self-awareness 
department; Retainer is like tearing 
open the pages of a teenager’s diary. 
Angsty and at times a little too self-
pitying (“I know that I’m worthless, 
you don’t need to say it”), you can forgive the band for their 
self-indulgent woe-is-me schtick, as they know how to write the 
type of hook-filled indie-punk track that’ll get the kids moshing. 
Palaeontology (Happy Birthday David Schwimmer) rides on some 
taught guitars and dreamy-girl vocals, while Baby Teeth is a riot 
of effervescent jangle and celebratory happy-sad shouty singing 
favoured by certain emo bands who want to let the listener know 
that they’re feeling all of the feelings. Being young is like riding 
on an out-of-control emotional rollercoaster, and Taco Hell are 
doing it with joyous abandon. 
Paul Klotschkow

tacohellband.bandcamp.com

Sunset Nebula
Sunset Nebula
Album (Self-released)
 
Making a beautiful noise since 
they formed in Nottingham in 2015, 
Sunset Nebula describe their own 
sound as “groovacious space rock.” 
On the strength of this, their debut 
album released earlier this year, 
it’s hard to disagree. A three-piece 
consisting of Tommy on guitar, James on drums and Lewis 
on bass, this is a band that clearly has no need of anything as 
vulgar and mundane as a vocalist; they conjure and weave their 
magnificent, flowing soundscapes just fine without one, thanks 
very much. This is an album of startling beauty and subtle craft, 
sounding all the more remarkable for being recorded entirely live. 
Listen to Oceans and you could almost be listening to a spacey, 
transcendent version of Fleetwood Mac’s Albatross, only with a 
definite, underlying bite and a hint of Hendrix-like groove in the 
guitar. A stunning debut. Tim Sorell

sunsetnebulamusic.bandcamp.com
 

The Madeline Rust
21 Girls
Album (Self-released)
 
Taking inspiration from real-life 
criminals, 21 Girls is a journey into 
the mind of a serial killer. Setting 
the scene with melodramatic 
widescreen bluster, the desert-blues 
of Inside introduces a welcome 
change in tone. From there on in, the 
distorted crunch of Images of Donna injects some much needed 
energy and, with the band now fired up, they rattle through the 
proceeding tracks, with the seventies stomp of Stop Your Heart 
a particular highlight. The woozy, disorientating Holes in the 
Sand brings the record full-circle and the story to a close. The 
subject matter might be heavy, but the band deal with it by 
creating a swirling soundscape of cavernous guitars and dramatic 
songwriting; for all of the record’s pretence, the band’s deft knack 
of songwriting means they keep a lightness of touch throughout. 
What could have been a prog-rock nightmare turns out to be an 
absorbing listen. Paul Klotschkow

themadelinerust.bandcamp.com

Luke Peter-Foster
It’s Even When It Pours
EP (Self-released)
 
Hailing from Norwich, but studying 
in Nottingham, rising star Luke 
Peter-Foster mixes spoken word 
with hip hop to create a unique 
sound. His third EP is his best yet, 
with an extremely laid back, yet 
addictive style that leaves you 
begging for more. After hearing Everyday, I immediately went 
back and listened to it again; his innocent lyrics flow perfectly 
over a bed of guitar flourishes, gentle beats and ever-so-slightly 
discordant pianos. While I personally think the rest of the EP 
doesn’t quite match up to that opening track, it’s still all good 
stuff, as it further develops Foster’s unique style and is definitely 
a step in the right direction for this rapper who looks to have a 
bright future. This four-track collection is a marker on the map for 
an alternative rap movement that is currently gaining momentum. 
Matthew Williams

 soundcloud.com/luke-peter-foster

Isaac
Let it Burn
Album (Golden Triangle Records)
 
Following their debut album, the 
now four-piece band Isaac are back 
with Let It Burn. After a few listens, 
it became clear that I had mixed 
feelings about this one, as the band 
are clearly talented, yet I question 
whether they offer anything special. 
While opening fairly strong, it became clear that the first seven 
songs – minus A Polish Café at Christmas – offer little variation to 
each other, with the rhythm section sounding like it’s on autopilot. 
However, the unpolished production and scuzzy bass-tone work 
well with the melodic vocals: the standout feature on the album. 
The second half definitely improves on the first, varying the pace 
from song to song, giving a more energetic pop-punk vibe, and 
using instrumentals to allow the album to breathe. Clearly rooted 
more in the early 2000s than the late seventies, Let It Burn is a 
nice listen, but unfortunately becomes repetitive and forgettable. 
Matthew Williams

facebook.com/isaacband
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Akapila - Keep Your Head High
Hip hop that’s so laid back it’s looking 
up at the clouds. We’re unsure what 
bragging about tram hopping does for 
your credentials, though.

Twin Kidd - Retrograde
Retro-fitted, shimmering pop 

music that builds to 
a suitably 

euphoric 
climax. The 
sort of song 
that wakes 
up with 
glitter in its 
pants.

Zaim - Kill It
The rapper’s dextrous delivery is cradled 
among some irresistible housey trap 
production.

Silver Wilson - I’ll Be There
We tried, we really did, but wherever 
Silver Wilson are saying they’ll be, we 
definitely won’t be. Sorry, lads.

Giant Head - A Message
Disturbing skronky robotic hip hop. An 
anxious, unsettling listen.

Slumb Party - Accident
Spindly post-punk belter with nervy 
saxophone squelches adding to 
the chaos.

As December Falls - Keep Dreaming
Moody pop-rock that’s a cut above due 
to Bethany’s soaring vocals. 

Jorday - Beautiful Disaster
The production is incredibly weird, 
like a spluttering pneumatic drill 
pretending it’s a drum machine, 
and with Jorday’s autotuned croon 
crying all over the top, it somehow 
works. An incredible mess.

a suitably 
euphoric 
climax. The 
sort of song 
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Gareth Morgan has been working in Nottingham’s education, literature and theatre scene for yonks. Now, he’s about 
to take his hard work across the pond as part of the Nottingham Roosevelt Scholarship programme. We got him in for a 
chat about what he’ll be doing stateside...

interview: LP Mills 
illustration: Natalie Owen

First off, could you tell us a bit about the scholarship?
The Nottingham Roosevelt Scholarship is an annual opportunity for young people 
who are living, working or studying in Nottingham to visit the United States for up to 
three months to explore a topic of their choice. It was founded in 1946 by Lord Mayor 
of Nottingham, Francis Carney Roosevelt, as a “living memorial” for the late Franklin 
Roosevelt. This year, there are three of us receiving the scholarship: I’ll be exploring 
primary-aged literacy projects; there’s Miles, who is looking at the use of innovative 
technology in older people’s homes; and there’s Angelena, who is looking at species 
reintroduction specialising in bats. She is, quite literally, Nottingham’s Batwoman.
 
What will you be doing on your travels around the states?
I’ll be heading to New Mexico, in part, to follow in the footsteps of DH Lawrence, who 
famously lived there for a time. I’m hoping to connect with some of the experts at the 
Lawrence Ranch, and act as a sort of “ambassador” for City of Literature. I’ll also be 
visiting Iowa City – our sister City of Literature in the United States – and I’d like to 
visit Arlington Cemetery just outside of Washington DC, plus the memorial dedicated 
to the 508 Parachute Infantry Regiment, who were all based in Wollaton Hall during the 
Second World War. 
 
I’m also planning on seeing as many innovative literacy projects across the country as 
I can, including hopefully working in a pirate shop in San Francisco, and elementary 
schools to talk to children about reading and Robin Hood. The idea is to go over there, 
connect with people, explore my specific project, and promote Nottingham for the 
brilliant place it is.
 
You’ve described yourself as an informal “ambassador” for Nottingham. Are you 
interested in acting as a representative for the city while in the US?
Absolutely. It was a very strenuous interview process to attain the scholarship, and a 
great deal of that process involved grilling me on my understanding of Nottingham’s 
history and culture. I’m currently reading Emrys Bryson’s book, Portrait of Nottingham, 
which is all about the city and how we’ve been seen throughout history. There’s a 
section dedicated to Nottingham being described as “like hell, getting beastlier and 
beastlier” which seems a bit unfair to me. We’re a great city. We invented the MRI 
scanner, HP Sauce, Ibuprofen, the lot. And we’ve got the world’s greatest football team 
in Nottingham Forest. I was telling some people yesterday that the first ever railway 
was built in Nottingham. It didn’t have a train, but it definitely had a track. 

I’m painfully proud to be from Nottingham: my nana was born on St Matthias Road in 
St Ann’s and has since moved to Porchester Road, a stone’s throw from where she grew 
up, but she’s at the top of the hill now. Now that’s Nottingham social mobility in action.
 
What inspired you to explore primary-level education programmes while in the US?
There’s a publication the City Council released called Education: Everyone’s Business, 
and I totally prescribe to that ideal; education is everyone’s business, because it makes 
everybody’s life better. It’s been proven time and time again that the best catalyst for 
education is a love of reading. So many child psychologists have found that if a child 
loves reading, they read more, which helps them improve their own development across 
a range of subjects. 
 
Nottingham North and East have been identified as areas with some of the lowest 
literacy rates in the country, and I really want to engage with organisations in 
Nottingham to promote reading. The great thing is that these organisations are very 
open-minded and are willing to listen to new ideas, so when I come back from my trip 
with all these new projects, we can work together to find new and exciting ways to get 
kids reading and learning.  

Are there any organisations or charities that you‘re working with right now?
I wear quite a few hats. I currently work as one of the project officers on a program 
called Opportunity Notts which is funded by the City Council’s education team. It’s 
designed to help children across the city find new things to do in and out of school and 
get recognition via certificates and rewards. Through the website, they can be more 
aware of what’s going on in Nottingham, try new things and develop useful life skills. 

I’m also working with FOSAC, the city’s Festival of Science and Curiosity, ChalleNGe, 
which is our new Cultural Education Partnership, and I’m an Associate Artist at 
Nottingham Playhouse. Most of these programmes are designed to help us work out 
exactly what engages young people the most and ensure they have a wide and varied 
education experience, meaning they want to go to schools and enjoy their time learning. 
If we’re being honest, most of us would fail a SATs test if we had to do one now, so it’s 
important to make sure children can enjoy learning to stand a good chance.
 

We’ve talked a lot about how education affects the lives of young people. Is there 
anything else you’re going to be exploring, either at home or abroad?
I’m especially interested in the idea of what culture and heritage means and is now. I 
think we’re at an interesting point, especially since the Brexit vote, where lots of this 
stuff is bubbling up; schools are now made to teach “British values” – terminology I 
have a real issue with – in the National Curriculum. I love places like Nottingham where 
there are high levels of integration within communities, like Berridge, where I live. I 
was walking around Forest Fields not long ago and saw a little girl, no more than seven 
years old, live-translating a letter from school for her granddad; her literacy levels in 
two languages were amazing, but it reminds us that we need to work with everyone to 
improve literacy.  
 
I’m also keen for people to come together and see our similarities, not our differences, 
and nothing works better than food. If you get a bunch of people sitting together, it’s 
immediately awkward. Add a plate of samosas, and now we’ve got a conversation 
going. That’s the kind of thing I want to celebrate.
 
Any words of wisdom for our readers?
You should always find ways to make a change in your community. We all have lives 
which variously include jobs, partners, friends, children, and ill, elderly relatives, but I 
think we’re also publicly spirited and I’m lucky in my jobs that my work, I feel, makes a 
difference. Anyone can make a difference: from donating to a food bank, to supporting 
community events or volunteering at something like Literacy Volunteers. Just keep 
doing it and do as much of it as you feel you can. Nottingham has such a wealth of 
things we do well and much of this is down to the people doing it. With more readers 
getting involved, perhaps we can do more. 
 
Gareth will be travelling across the United States throughout late 2017. Applications to 
take part in the scholarship in 2018 will reopen in January. To find out more about the 
scholarship, or to keep track of Gareth’s journey, visit Gareth’s blog.

garethnottmroosevelt.blogspot.co.uk

  The idea is to go over there, connect with people, 
explore my specific project and promote Nottingham for 
the brilliant place it is.



Graham Caveney had success in the nineties as a journalist for publications like NME, The Face, The Independent, and 
loads more. He moved on to writing biographies of beat writers Allen Ginsberg and William Burroughs, then he completely 
disappeared. Two decades later, he’s back with a book that looks at the abuse inflicted on him as a child, by a priest: The 
Boy with the Perpetual Nervousness: A Memoir of an Adolescence… 
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As someone experienced in writing about the lives of others, what’s it been like 
writing about your own life for a change? 
It’s made me realise that I can’t write a book about other people ever again. When you 
write a biography, you’re imposing a linear structure on something that’s not linear, and 
imposing sense on things that don’t necessarily make sense. By writing about myself,  
I’ve realised things are more complicated. If that’s true of me, it’s certainly true of 
Bill Burroughs.  
 
What made you want to write again after so long? 
It started when I was back in the world of books, working at Five Leaves Bookshop. I 
thought, “Hang on, I used to write these things. I can do it again.” It was the first book 
I’ve written sober, so that’s a new thing. It was also the first book I’ve written on a 
computer, rather than a typewriter. Now I’ve done that, I can’t imagine going back. 
 
When was the last time you had a drink? 
It was 2 November 2009: the Day of the Dead. I’ve been clean of everything since then. I 
did AA for a number of years, I don’t any more, but that’s of no disrespect to them. I got to 
the place where it didn’t feel like a choice. I either got sober or die.  
 

You start each section with a quote, most of which are pop lyrics or Kafka quotes. Why 
did you choose to do that? 
Quotes help connect me to different bits of myself and bits of my past. We carry around 
all these previous selves of what we used to be, and it’s a way of accessing them. Plus, 
I like the idea of taking things, especially pop lyrics, out of context. Pop music is like the 
wallpaper of our lives. We’re surrounded by it; it bombards us with messages that we 
must be absorbing, and yet we never stop and think about them. You know that Oasis line 
“There are many things that I would like to say to you, but I don’t know how.” If ever there 
was a line to explain a whole subculture, that’s it, but I wonder how many people who 
sing along to that actually stop and listen to it. I really like the Kafka quotes; he’s someone 
I think with. 
 
The book centres on your abusive “relationship” as a young boy with your priest and 
teacher, Kevin O’Neil. There’s a visceral anger in there, but after it’s over you admit 
that you miss him too. Could you unpack that for us? 
In order for the abuse to take place, trust needs to be established. I was being 
courted; having attention paid to me and being taken seriously. When you’re a 
fourteen-year-old boy, it’s an awful time anyway because you’ve got a combination 
whereby you’ve got responsibility but no power. You keep being told, “You’re a 
grown-up now” and you’ve got all these adult decisions to make, and yet no one 
gives you adult powers to make them with.  
 
Having someone come in and listen to you feels really empowering, and you 
feel anointed in a very profound way. He did it with the things that I valued 
the most: books and films. I miss those bits, and when it turned to shit 
– when it turned into abuse – that’s where the knot starts to take place. 
That’s where the rub happens. If it was just abuse, you could kick against 
it more. But there’s this grooming and this process that’s gone on; I was 
interlocked with him in so many ways. 
 
You chose to publish this after your parents [who knew the priest, but 
never knew of the abuse] had died. Was that a kindness on your part? 
It was. I was protecting them. Both of them were staunch catholics. My 
dad’s way of bonding was through films; he’d take me to the cinema and 
that was great, but it was certainly a way of keeping certain emotional 
distance or insulation. It was never gonna be a disclosure to my dad. I 
thought about telling my mum, but it would have cut out the very heart 
of her faith; not just in religion, but her faith in education. I couldn’t bring 
myself to do that.  
 
How did you feel when Operation Yewtree was in full flow and celebrities 
like Jimmy Savile and Rolf Harris were being outed as paedophiles? 
It felt like a tragic inevitability. You’d put the news on and there would be 
another story. They were dropping like bloody flies and I felt this had been a 
long time coming. The whole culture back then was saturated with not-very-
well disguised, fetishised, sexualised visions of childhood, and creepy older men 
perving the night away. Somehow, it managed to pass as family entertainment. 
 
The rumours about catholic priests had been going on for decades before then. 
Something you explain really eloquently in your book is why being a priest may 
have been an attractive career for someone with unnatural sexual urges, as they’re 
celebrated for abstaining from urges...  
It only occurred to me in the writing of the book. I started to get myself into a thing where 

I thought, “I wonder what it is, what is the appeal? Is it that you’re given access to a pool 
of endless, potential victims?” And I thought it might be a bit of that, but in Kevin’s case, 
I don’t think that was true. I think it was much more that he recognised something in 
himself that he wanted taking from him, and he thought that celibacy might be the way 
forward. What’s interesting about that, is that if you fail, you have the victims there. It’s 
kind of a win-win situation.  
 
One of the things I really enjoyed about the book is the collective nouns you create. Do 
you have any favourites? 
Bedlam of children. A self-harm of therapists. A sweatshop of t-shirts. They’re probably a 
bit tasteless, but I was keeping myself amused. I didn’t want the book to be this misery 
memoir. There’s darkness to it, but I also wanted to capture some of the northern humour; 
a certain kind of levity that is in me. It’s the sort of game that you start playing and, as 
you get through it, you realise when there’s another one coming up.  
 
Towards the end of the book, your addiction to alcohol and drugs starts emerging. Do 
you think you’ll write a sequel covering your life aged 25-50? 
That’s what I’m writing at the moment. It’s called The Boy with the Thorn in His Side, and 
it will be Morrissey as Kafka. There’s no rush for it. It will probably be a couple of years at 
least, for me to kick it around. The problem with that is there’s a lot that I don’t remember 
from those years. A life of addiction is like that, there are no consistent characters. It’s just 
people you know for five minutes and you’re lucky if you can remember their 
first name. 
 
The Boy with the Perpetual Nervousness: A Memoir of an Adolescence is out on Picador on 
Thursday 7 September priced £14.99. 
 
 

  If it was just abuse, you could kick against it more. 
But there’s this grooming and this process that’s gone on;  
I was interlocked with him in so many ways.

interview: Jared Wilson  
illustration: Ben Lord
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Child Taken
Darren Young
RedDoor Publishing, £8.99

With a plot inspired by a news bulletin 
he heard while driving, West Bridgford’s 
Darren Young has penned a compelling 
thriller. A two-year-old girl disappears. 
The police assume she’s drowned, but the 
reader knows differently. Twenty years 
later, Danni overhears her parents arguing. 
Her mam says, “She’ll find out one day”: 
a statement that arouses intrigue. After 
another child goes missing, a rookie reporter 
joins the mystery. Child Taken was written 
in a coffee shop on the Flying Horse Walk. 
A tad lengthy but addictive, this debut novel explores the damage and 
darkness of every parent’s worst nightmare. With changing POVs, merging 
story threads and the clever revealing of a secret, it’s a well-structured 
tale with some memorable scenes. Artistic licence is fully employed, but 
the heartache, danger and strong female characters make up for it. Young 
is currently writing his second book. He might be one to watch out for. 
NottsLit Blog

reddoorpublishing.com 

Lies
TM Logan
Twenty7, £7.99

After Joe Lynch spots his wife entering the car 
park of a Premier Inn, he follows her and is shocked 
by what he discovers. One violent encounter 
and a bad decision later, Joe’s life is thrown into 
turmoil in this psychological thriller from Notts-
based author T M Logan. Lynch is a teacher and 
family man, but this ordinary Joe is a tad naïve and 
forgiving, perhaps blinded by love. Threatening 
taunts and police interest soon pile on the pressure 
and matters must be taken in hand if his innocence 
and marriage are to be protected. Phone and 
internet activity may often help the police, but 
Lies examines how that data might not always reveal the truth. It’s a satisfying 
debut with a dark undercurrent, rooted in the domestic noir genre that demands 
a big twist. The short chapters each end with hooks that make the 500 pages 
almost turn themselves. NottsLit Blog

twenty7books.wordpress.com 

Our Bright Dark Summer
Richard Daniels
Wild Boar Books , £6.99

We’ve all got memories of summer in a caravan park 
by the seaside. Richard Daniels’ debut novel Our 
Bright Dark Summer takes those same memories 
and distorts them beneath a lens of paranoia and 
madness until they snap. Set in the run-down ruins of 
a British tourist trap, the novel follows down-on-his-
luck vagrant Jimmy as he finds himself increasingly 
tangled in the twisted schemes of childhood chum, 
Nails. Somewhere between Stephen King and 
Skegness, the novel effortlessly blends past and 
present to create a dizzying and surreal exploration 
of guilt and regret, following closely as our heroes 
delve deeper into the consequences of their own morally dubious actions. With 
a tight writing style and a tone that is firmly rooted in ghost stories and urban 
legend, Our Bright Dark Summer is a clever, well-crafted thriller as turbulent as 
a seaside donkey ride and as lush as a stick of Skeggy rock. LP Mills 

@wildboarbooks

The Particle Beast
Ian Douglas
IFWG Publishing Australia, £8.99

Ever wondered what life on Mars might be 
like? Author Ian Douglas explores just that 
in this gripping, nigh-apocalyptic tale, full of 
primordial demons and futuristic technology. 
The Particle Beast is the third instalment 
in Douglas’s teen sci-fi adventure featuring 
Zeke Hailey, in which a lost alien ghost town 
is discovered. Guarded by a hideous and 
deadly monster, with the power to erase 
atoms, Zeke must find a way to defeat the 
Particle Beast to prevent time and space 
unravelling forever. Intelligently written, 
fast-paced, and containing just enough mystery, the narrative is enough to 
entertain readers of all ages. The author’s vast knowledge of Mars shines 
bright throughout, with the entire story combining fact and fiction in an 
interesting and accessible way. While the narrative is self-contained, there 
are enough loose ends to tantalisingly drag you into the next book. An 
original sci-fi delight. Watch out Harry Potter. Zeke Hailey is in town. 
Ella Poyzer

No Avoiding It
Neil Fulwood
Shoestring Press, £10.00

An ode to the good old days, Neil Fulwood’s 
debut collection places work and class 
at its very core, echoing sentiments of 
Alan Sillitoe’s Saturday Night and Sunday 
Morning. As pubs around the city continue 
to close and family-run shops turn into 
chains, No Avoiding It incessantly digs 
at the heartlessness of modern corporate 
life, lamenting the loss of the hard-earned 
pint. Focusing on life right here in Notts, 
the collection charts the shift from working 
down coal mines, with the dirty hands and 
camaraderie that came from an honest day’s work, to sitting motionless 
behind a keyboard. The loss of the local is powerfully paralleled with 
the loss of community, as people appear to care more about climbing the 
corporate ladder than spending time with one another. A nostalgic and 
compelling read that makes you want to stop what you are doing, and 
head straight to the pub with your mates. Ella Poyzer

                                                                                         shoestring-press.com

Victorian and Edwardian Nottingham 
Through Time
Joseph Earp
Amberley Publishing, £14.99

Anyone who has taken a wander through 
the caves or visited the castle will know that 
Nottingham is a city with a varied and vibrant 
past. Naturally, there’s more than enough content 
for a local historian to write about, and Joseph 
Earp’s Victorian and Edwardian Nottingham 
Through Time does a stellar job at documenting 
Nottingham’s history in a way that is visually 
fascinating. Every page has two photographs: 
a vintage shot of old Nottingham alongside a 
modern day snap of the same scene, encouraging 
fascinating comparisons that roll through 
Nottingham’s rich history, spotting what has changed and what has remained 
the same. A couple of paragraphs give the historical background to each picture. 
A tasty, bite-sized chunk of knowledge, the book weighs in at just under 100 
pages, but with plenty of content to enjoy nonetheless. Local history buffs and 
anyone who loves Nottingham’s heritage will enjoy this book. Ian Douglas

amberley-books.com

ifwgaustralia.com
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Emma and Lucy are both teachers from Nottingham with a love of all things 
gruesome and slightly peculiar. Once a week, they huddle round some 
microphones in one of their front rooms, get a little bit tipsy, and tell us true crime 
stories from the UK and beyond. 

The pair have been friends for almost twenty years, and you can tell. They share 
a sense of humour that make Mel and Sue seem as dry as the sponge on week 
one of Bake Off. They finish each other's sentences, and they aren’t afraid to take 
the piss out of themselves. They have listeners and supporters all over the world, 
especially in the US, which Emma puts down to their British accents. “They’re 
Anglophiles,” she says. “We went on a road trip to America together, and we 
found if you just go ‘I’m British’, they love it. We got out of a speeding ticket 
like that.”

Lucy explains how they first started telling the world about true crime: “I started 
listening to podcasts, and I said to Emma, ‘We could do that.’ We’ve always been 
into weird stuff, weird documentaries.” 

“Yeah, when we hung out it would always be, ‘Let’s watch this one about people 
who have sex with dolls,’” adds Emma. “It’s usually always about people who 
have sex with objects. The original idea was to do something about the weird and 
the macabre, but true crime is easier because you’ve got a different story 
every time.” 

“It’s the fringes of society we’re really interested in,” adds Lucy.

It hasn’t even been a year since the podcast launched, but already they’re 
drawing in 80,000 listeners every month. The teachers have limited experience 
in sound recording and editing, so the pair have been figuring it out as they go 
along. After asking them what the first recording was like, it was clear it was 
still a slightly touchy subject. It was all going well, until Lucy realised she hadn’t 
recorded any of it. “Emma wanted to kill me,” she says.

“I’d just spoken for a full half hour, and I was really nervous,” explains Emma. 
“The whole point of my story was that this woman kept on killing people and 
saying that they had typhus. I was trying to build the story up, so you’d see the 
pattern. The first time I told the story, Lucy was really shocked by it, and the 
second time, it was really fake. Another time, I was texting a boy during the 
recording, so you can hear loads of phone beeps all the way through that we 
couldn’t get rid of.” 

As Lucy puts it, they “learnt a lot with that first episode,” and now, apart from the 
occasional hiccup with sound levels here and there, things run pretty smoothly. 

Too often I’m put off podcasts by the amount of preamble and talk between the 
hosts; it can make me feel quite excluded and, to be honest, bored. Emma and 
Lucy manage to banter and talk about their lives in snippets throughout the 
episodes, and somehow, you feel part of it; you don’t feel like an outsider trying to 
fit in with the cool crowd. 

One of my favourite quotes sits in an episode that tells the complicated and almost 
unbelievable story of Mark and John: two boys involved in a mess of online forums 
and aliases. One of them ends up getting stabbed in an alleyway, of course. The 
quote had me howling: “Can we all just get over the foot fetish now? There are so 
many people that have it, it’s practically pedestrian. If someone’s going to ask me 
for a picture over the internet... do you want my tits, vagina or feet? You’re gonna 
get the feet.”

The girls have recently organised a meet up in Birmingham for their fans to get 
together and talk about all things grisly, gruesome and grim. They also have 
sixty people who support them with monthly payments and they aren’t the only 
true crime podcasters out there. So what is it about the genre that keeps people 
hooked? Emma’s opinion is that “Everybody has fantasized one time or another 
about stabbing a pencil in someone’s eyeball at work. I think by listening to that 
sort of thing, it’s almost like you live through it a bit. We all know that we have 
those feelings at times, but you would never do it. It’s cool hearing about the 
people that actually went and did it.”

Lucy credits the iTunes charts for giving them a bit of a push along the way, 
to help them reach the listener numbers they see today. “We were featured on 
‘Outside the M25’. They did a bit of a profile and we were right at the front of 
that.” However, just the idea of having a category that features everyone who’s 
not from London seems slightly bittersweet. Emma explains: “It pissed me off that 
the category was even called that to be honest. It was a bit like, ‘Oh, because the 
world is London and then everyone else.’”

Emma and Lucy are teachers. Emma teaches at a primary school, Lucy at a 
secondary school, so the burning question is: what do their students think to their 
foray into true crime podcasting? The answer is pretty simple: they don’t know. 
The pair are worried that if their respective employers find out about what they do 
in their spare time, they’ll be out of a job. “I haven’t said I do a podcast because 
they’ll look for it. I’m terrified that they’ll find it and I’ll lose my job and my career 
forever. I don’t think they’d appreciate it. It’s really scary.” 

“Yeah,” continues Emma. “I think, in terms of the messages that we put out, we 
do slip in a lot of our own ideas, and we’re known for being quite feminist and 
liberal on the podcast. At the same time, there’s a few too many swears for the 
PTA. Every time I say something stupid, I see the headlines.”

While Emma and Lucy continue to spend their free time doing what they love 
most in secret, they do hope to be able to do it on better equipment and maybe 
even be financially secure enough to knock their teaching week down to four days. 
As Emma puts it: “Listen to the podcast, but don’t tell our bosses. Donate to keep 
us going on Patreon, and just support podcasts generally.”

@slaughterthepod

If you’ve been scouring iTunes, desperately trying to find a podcast that’s interesting, gripping, hilarious and 
educational in equal measure, then search no longer. S’laughter ticks all the boxes. Recorded by two Notts 
teachers in their front room, this podcast is murderous comedy at its best...

  We’ve always been into weird stuff, weird 
documentaries...It’s usually always about people who 
have sex with objects.

  Everybody has fantasized one time or another 
about stabbing a pencil in someone’s eyeball at work.

interview: Georgi Scurfield
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Oscar & Rosie’s has been filling bellies with the best pizza in town for over three years, and now they’re moving 
premises; to the old LeftLion offices, at The Corner on Stoney Street, no less. We gave restaurant owner and friend 
Olly Hunter a bell to find out a bit more about his dough-based endeavours, and how he plans to top what he’s 
created so far…

interview: Bridie Squires                                                                                                                                                                image: Raphael Achache

Before opening Oscar & Rosie’s, you used to be a lawyer…
I was in legal aid: publicly funded defence work. I went into it with a huge amount of zeal 
and enthusiasm because I wanted to make a difference and, after ten years, it got ground 
out of me. It’s very contentious – conflict all the time – and that gets you down after a 
while. Also, the environments you spend your time in can be a bit depressing. It’s quite 
institutional, and not in a good way; you’re usually in court, the police station, or offices. 
I was never a great fit in law, I was always a little bit of a wild card, a loose cannon if you 
will. Frankly, I’m surprised I lasted as long as I did.

I was becoming cynical, in the way that lawyers often do. When I was exposed to the 
world of business, I realised that it’s full of energised, enthusiastic people who love their 
job, and there’s a world out there where you can be creative and positive. I want to jump 
out of bed in the morning and feel excited. I can’t fake it; if I’m really into something, then 
I will tend to do better. If I’m not into it, forget it.

What made you want to open a pizza restaurant?
I wasn’t actually that into pizza at the time, and I didn’t really eat a lot of it because I’d 
had some bad experiences. One day, I ordered a pepperoni pizza from a well-known 
high-street delivery chain. A medium was £12, so I ordered that one, and I was like, “This 
is gonna be awesome. For £12, this is gonna be the shit.” When it arrived, I opened the 
box, looked at the pitiful little thing inside and said “I’m going to open a pizza restaurant. 
Because, for £12, I can do better than this.”

That was in the summer of 2013, and we were open at the Picnic Basket in November, 
mainly doing deliveries. I used to go in there all the time when I was at court, so I already 
knew the lady that opened it. It costs a lot of money to set up your own food place, so I 
was trying to find an underused resource. She closed in the evenings and at weekends, 
so she agreed to rent me her shop at those times, and for me to install my newly acquired 
pizza oven, Bertha. I wanted it to be fantastic quality, with a real impetus on quality meat 
which we got from Beedham’s in Sherwood: the best meat there is. Everything else went 
from there.

You went from the Picnic Basket, to a pop-up in Das Kino for a year, and then onto 
your own premises on Thurland Street…
After Das Kino, we were offered partnerships with bigger boys to do a good-sized 
restaurant in town, and to get in bed with somebody who had more money than us. But, 
Thurland Street… it had walls and a ceiling and floors and toilets, and I got the crazy 
idea that we could probably do this ourselves. It was smaller than what we could get if 
we went with somebody else, but it would be ours. We were there for two years in all.

The aesthetic of the place was bleddy lovely.
Thank you, that’s very kind of you to say so. We had to start with the fact that we were 
constrained by our resources. You should always be authentic and make a virtue of the 
reality of the situation. If you have limited resources, don’t try and hide it, and that’s 
what we did there. Sometimes you go to a place where they’ve clearly been on a tight 
budget but tried to pretend they’re not, and it really shows. It’s a shame, as people 
don’t necessarily want or expect really expensive furnishings. What they often want is 
authenticity, and they want a connection. 

I find the easiest way to do that is to be yourself. I’d grown up around farmhouse tables, 
so I bought tatty, inexpensive tables on Gumtree and Ebay, sanded them all down and 
painted the legs in different colours to bring out their character. I really like the way that 
place looked by the end. As is always the way when you’re leaving, all the things that 
annoyed me about it seemed to melt into the background.

You’re moving to The Corner on Stoney Street, LeftLion’s old offices. How do you feel 
about the building?
I think it’s a she. I came by her years ago when I was first looking at moving out of the 
Picnic Basket, but I didn’t have anything approaching the resources or the expertise to 
take on a building like this. But I’ve come back for her. She’s just beautiful. I love that 
the buildings around her are quite ornate and period and she doesn’t really fit in with 
everything else on Stoney Street. She is, in the nicest possible way, a little bit of an 
eyesore, and that really does it for me.

We’ve really tried to keep and repurpose a lot of the charm of the building; we’ve 
uncovered the original Post Office floor out the front, the original tiles under the laminate 
flooring have come up beautifully. We’re trying to keep as much of her as possible. She’s 
a right monster, and I suspect, over the next ten years, she’s going to be the bane of my 
life. She’ll be a pain in the arse, but she’ll be my pain in the arse. I’m utterly smitten.

Talking about authenticity, how important is it to you to either adhere to or stray 
away from the traditions of pizza?
Our relationship to the traditions of pizza is that we have absolutely no relationship to the 
traditions of pizza. Obviously pizza is an Italian thing, but I was always very clear from 
the start that there were to be no Italian references. I’m from Bristol, and have no Italian 
heritage, so to try and associate myself with that would have been a mistake.

That said, we do very well with Italians, they’re very fond of our pizza. They like the 
dough and the crispiness, but an Italian purist would cry at what we do. For instance, 
the Boom Chicken Wah Wah has a barbecue base with chicken on it, and you don't get 
that with Italian pizza. While I love to eat traditional, Italian pizza, there’s a good deal of 
dogma involved in making it, and I wanted to avoid that sort of constraint. We’re our 
own thing; I call it the British version of the American take of the Italian classic. We’re 
more akin to the American pizza; they’re bigger, and more heavily topped than their 
Italian cousins.

I’d actually never made a pizza in a pizza oven until half an hour before Oscar & Rosie’s 
opened at the Picnic Basket. I just came up with a load of ideas that I thought sounded 
really nice. I tried about half of them out before we opened, and when we did, we invited 
a bunch of people down and gave loads away. 

Where did the name Oscar & Rosie’s come from?
Lots of people call me Oscar, and I often respond because it's easier, but Oscar and Rosie 
are my cats. I was trying to come up with a name and Oscar and Rosie kept coming up 
to me, and I thought it had a nice ring to it. They’re very old and tatty. Oscar has one eye 
and Rosie has no tail. My girlfriend is always telling me to put pictures of them up around 
the restaurant. I really do love them cats, but I 
don’t think they’d sell much pizza...

Oscar & Rosie’s, 8 Stoney Street, 
Nottingham, NG1 1LH.

oscarandrosies.com  Our relationship to the traditions of pizza is that we 
have absolutely no relationship to the traditions of pizza
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Long-forgotten baking techniques are seeing a new lease of life thanks to The School of Artisan Food, 
based up in North Nottinghamshire. The School is a not-for-profit organisation that teaches anyone, from the 
enthusiastic foodie to the professional baker, the art of artisan food production. After it was shortlisted for 
awards by the Great Food Club and the Great British Food Magazine, we popped over to the Welbeck Estate, 
eager to learn more about the movement that’s taking the culinary world by storm...
It might have a fancy name and swish grounds, but The School of Artisan Food 
caters for more than just the big dogs. Team member Lesley Ellerby tells me 
when we meet: “There’s literally something for everyone here. It’s not just 
about coming along to have a nice day; you leave with proper skills. Hopefully 
we’ll inspire people to think about food in a different light, and to consider 
where their food comes from.”

Baking is the school’s specialism, but its introductory courses in areas like ice-
cream-making and butchery give hobbyists the chance to gain confidence and 
learn new recipes. Lesley explains that the short courses are shaped around 
industry trends: “Right now, that’s foraging and wild cookery, preserves 
and fermentation.”

Over the last few years, the school has seen an increase in people who want to 
learn how to make proper bread. I reckon they have the nation’s beloved Bake 
Off to thank for that. “Television has played a big part in driving the artisan 
food movement,” agrees Lesley. “Now people have a big interest in where their 
food comes from, what goes into it and how far it’s travelled.”

As we talk, we arrive at a dining area with a rustic farmhouse vibe. Here, 
students can dig into lunch prepared by the onsite catering staff. The 
blackboard on the wall displays yesterday’s menu: Lamb moussaka. Rocket and 
parmesan salad. Chickpea and olive salad. Garlic bread.

“We call them school dinners,” Lesley says. As I think back to the congealed 
pasta of my school days, she adds with a laugh, “It’s obviously a bit more 
than that.”

These understated school dinners are clever; they help you to understand why 
artisan food is the better option. Forcing me to reimagine cookie-cutter meals 
makes me appreciate fresh, locally-sourced food. This is the heart of the artisan 
movement: attention to detail, slow cooking and local produce.

The school neighbours a brewery, a farm shop, a bakehouse and a chocolatier, 
which makes sourcing local ingredients a doddle. Meat is usually taken from 
the farms, and when game season arrives, venison for the butchery courses 
comes from the herd of fallow deer that roam the grounds. When there’s a need 
for a tipple, the Welbeck Abbey brewery is just across the way.

For its vegetables, the school is happy to venture slightly further afield. It’s 
partnered with Rhubarb Farm: a not-for-profit social enterprise in Mansfield that 
works with ex-offenders, people with learning difficulties and people who have 
returned from rehab. “They’re essentially a massive allotment,” Lesley explains. 
“They get these people out into the real world, growing vegetables. Quite often, 
we’ll put in an order. It’s all very seasonal, very local and very delicious. The 
colours that come in are fantastic.”

I’m whisked away to the teaching room next door. Here’s where the technical 
magic happens: a long kitchen kitted out with everything from the small Rofco 
ovens found in micro-bakeries, to huge deck ovens that can fit 100 sourdough 
loaves in at once.

I’m in luck: fourteen bakers are hard at work making sourdough bread. This is 
the largest class size you’ll find at the school. Everyone looks impressively calm 
as they move from surface to surface, filling scales with flour. They’re on week 
three of the Professional Baking Skills course with Wayne Caddy, one of the UK’s 
master bakers.

Wayne agrees to talk me through the artisan movement as he washes utensils. 
I eat much more bread than I make, so I ask him for an explanation of artisan 
baking that makes sense to the layman. Essentially, what’s the difference 
between artisan bread and a loaf I can get off a shelf at Tesco for less than 
a quid?

“It’s all about long fermentation processes,” Wayne explains. “We’re talking 
24- to 72-hour processes with artisan food, whereas a sliced white loaf from the 
shelves may have a fermentation process of an hour.

“Those fermentation times are giving people lots of bad digestion problems,” 
Wayne continues. “The gluten hasn’t had time to naturally break down.” I begin 
to reconsider the cheese sandwich I’ve made for my lunch.

The slow processes used in artisan baking are kinder to your gut: “If it’s a long 
fermentation, the natural enzymes called protease break down the gluten and 
make it easier to digest, which leads to less bloating.”

Put like this, the appeal of artisan food is clear: it tastes better, seems healthier, 
and gives us an excuse to stuff our faces with carbs at lunch without fearing 
an energy dip. I’m intrigued by the way Wayne talks about the artisan food 
movement as a revolution: “We’re trying to encourage these skills because it’s 
been a diminishing craft for a long time.”

He’s teaching people who don’t hail from generations of bakers, but are 
passionate about slow food. “They’re either real enthusiasts who may be very 
young, or they could be professional people who are changing their careers,” 
says Wayne. “They don’t necessarily have any background in it, but they’re 
really passionate about artisan baking.”

Passion seems like the right word for the school’s ethos. Lesley tells me that 
she’s seen people come in on a one-day baking course and leave a year later 
with an Advanced Diploma. “We’ve had people that have come in after a gift, 
and it turns out that that’s what they want to do. They just quit their job and it 
completely changes their life.”

Sounds dramatic, but this was the path taken by David Carter, Wayne’s 
colleague. David was a solicitor for thirty years, and he came on the School’s 
Artisan Bread Baking course back when it opened in 2009. It was here, for the 
first time, that he realised his love for artisan baking: “I was in the first group of 
Bakery Diploma students. At the end of that year, the school asked me to stay 
and work for them. My role has grown and diversified ever since, which is 
really great.”

David’s journey got me thinking: where can we get our hands on some real 
artisan nosh made by alumni? Well, there’s Mimi’s Artisan Bakery in Tollerton. 
But Lesley’s keen to emphasise that it’s not all about setting up a bakery. She 
tells me about Sophie Wood, the brains behind Barmies: the savoury snacks 
made from a by-product of the beer-brewing process. If the idea tickles your 
taste buds, you can have a go on them over at the Totally Brewed micropub 
in Beeston.

As the school is a registered charity, it can’t sell the leftovers from its courses. 
While that sadly robs us of the chance to rock up and ask for a bite, it lets 
the staff help the needy. Surplus loaves tend to be offered to Rhubarb Farm, 
who distribute them to locals in deprived areas. They often give food banks 
in Nottingham and Sheffield a ring too. “If they can collect the bread, they’re 
welcome to have it,” says Lesley.

I’ve noticed there’s a whole lot of talk about giving and gifting at this school: 
giving knowledge, recipes and hope to the local community. And as I say my 
goodbyes, I can’t help but think about sharing some of these secrets myself.

The School of Artisan Food, Lower Motor Yard, Welbeck, S80 3LR. 01909 532 171

Catch The School of Artisan Food’s workshops at Festival of Food and Drink 
down Clumber Park from Saturday 16 - Sunday 17 September.
 

schoolofartisanfood.org

words: Tamsin Parnell
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words: Bridie Squires

For the past few years, a building on Thurland Street has been left 
empty, waiting around for someone to slip inside its shoes and have a 
little jig. I can't recall the amount of times I’ve looked up at the thick, 
stone walls and declared “Someone should really do summat with 
that place.”

Well, dear reader, the time has finally come. The building has had a few 
different faces in the past – from the cheap and tuneful watering hole 
of BRB Stone Bar, to the gobby guffaw that was Jongleur's Comedy 
Club – and now it's been taken on by Mal Evans and Martin Greenhow, 
who've created an indulgence spot to contend with the best of 'em.

The first Mojo was opened up in Leeds, back in 1996, and after going 
on to open up two more in Manchester and Liverpool, they've set up 
shop in humble Hoodtown. Open from 11.30am to 3am every day of the 
week, this place’ll be one for the people in the city who like to party, 
and don't do things by halves.

The LeftLion crew got down to check out the new gaff for a feast to 
end 'em all. First up, it was signature chicken wings for the masses. 
Mojo Louisianna No. 2 and PBJ, to be precise. The Louisiannas came 
glazed with agave-syrup- and lime-juice-laced hot sauce. Belting. And 
before you declare “PBJ, what the bob?”, hear me out; those boggers 
were sweet and crispy like you wouldn’t believe. As one of our lovely 
hosts Emily declared: “It’s just one of those things that shouldn’t work, 
but it just does.” Elvis, eat yer bleddy heart out.

The wings were tankin’, and the meat was so juicy, it was hard to leave 
the crackers alone, but we had a quarry-load of heathenous gear to 
contend with. My personal favourite of the dishes was the fried chicken 
and waffles, slathered with crispy bacon bits and spiced butter, all 
with a jug of warm maple syrup. Absolutely ridiculous.

Now then, burgers. The Hangover absolutely smashed it with its bacon 
patty, hash brown and grilled cheese, all topped with a runny-yolk fried 
egg, and “breakfast” sauce. There’s summat to be said for the bun 
game in this gaff; soft brioche bread that’s not too sweet, and works 
just as well on The Veggie as owt else. In fact, The Veggie burger was 

spot on. Even as a meat-eating savage, I’d go back just for that: spicy 
beanburger, jalapenos, guacamole, barbecue sauce, and pico de gallo 
that gave the whole thing a beautiful kick. Probably the best veggie 
burger I’ve ever had. There, I said it. And served with lime and tequila 
sour cream? Goer.

Another highlight of the whole shebang were the ribs. Phat, chunky, 
juicy, falling off the bone. Yes please. Also, the corn puppies with 
chipotle mayo were shamelessly sinful but, sometimes, you just have 
to give in to the deep fry. Speaking of fries, we had garlic butter ones. 
Garlic. Butter. Fries. Worth the breath stink about ten times over, there 
were several points and gasps at them throughout the munch-off.

It would’ve been rude to not finish the meal with a dose of liquor. 
Espresso Martinis are my weakness, and Mojo have got them stacked, 
but with a little twist: rum. All the rum. I’ll take six, please. We also 
tried the Hurricane cocktail: five-year-old El Dorado rum, Diplomatico 
Mantuano, passionfruit and grenadine, as well as lime and orange 
juices, served with fire. Excellent behaviour. 

The cocktail menu is summat to be explored, for sure. And with 
excellent tunes playing throughout a dimly-lit bar with framed pictures 
of musical legends adorning the walls, I can see plenty of Nottingham 
heads settling in for an evening session. Behind the bar, they’ve got 
screens displaying the current tune being played, and table dancing 
is encouraged. There’s just summat dead relaxed about the place; you 
can tell it’s had some love put into it over the years, and it’s pretty cool 
that we’ve been picked as the next city to be gifted with 
the decadence.

A great place to get your drink and dance on, but also to pop in for a 
cheeky bit of extravagance for lunch. And if it takes more than twenty 
minutes for your food to come out – between 11.30am and 2.30pm – you 
get the bogger for free. What’s not to like?

Mojo, 10 Thurland Street, Nottingham, NG1 3DR. 0845 611 8643

mojobar.co.uk

Nottingham's latest hedonistic, musical offering, Mojo, is a bleddy good place for some scran, a 
mashup, and skanking on the tables...





Notts County Football Club
The World’s Oldest Football League Club

BOOK ONLINE www.nottscountyfc.co.uk/tickets

Notts County Football Club

Morecambe
Saturday 9 September 3PM

Swindon
Tuesday 12 September 7.45PM

Lincoln City
Saturday 23 September 3PM

Forest Green Rovers
Saturday 7 October 3PM

Barnet
Saturday 14 October 3PM

Mansfield Town
Tuesday 24 October 7.45PM

Newport County
Saturday 28 October 3PM

U12s £1
U7s go free*

*When booked withpaying adult/senior
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Jane Austen comes over all funny this September in Sara Pascoe’s humorous and feminist take on Pride and 
Prejudice at Nottingham Playhouse. We chatted with the comedian when she landed at the venue for a solo 
show, to find out what she had to say about the upcoming performance, being a big-time bogger, and her 
vegan antics...
What are you going to be bringing to your adaptation of Pride and Prejudice?
When I was first talking to the theatre, it was about making sure it was really, 
really funny. There are some brilliant jokes and character assassinations, as well 
as universal truths about society and how we all behave. I think that’s why they 
chose a comic to write it, to make sure it was as funny as the book.

Do you consider Austen a feminist?
It’s complex, because what we now think of as “feminist” didn’t exist then; it was 
in a different form. Do I think she thought men and women were equal? I do. I 
think she saw men and women as being equally flawed, and she was very aware 
of the different pressures they had from their society that formed them. But, at the 
same time, I don’t think she was an anarchist who was trying to topple things.

Who’s your least favourite Austen character?
Everything’s been obliterated by Pride and Prejudice for me. They feel so much 
more real because I’ve spent so much more time with them. I’ve got a real thing for 
Lady Catherine de Bourgh: a love-hate thing. I think I respect her so much because 
she has this entitlement and this arrogance, and it’s so rare to get arrogance in 
a woman. I hate making that kind of binary, but you don’t. I think it’s because 
arrogance is not confidence, but it’s a belief in yourself based on no evidence. 

And your favourite?
I’ve fallen in love with Jane in Pride and Prejudice in a way I didn’t expect to. 
Some adaptations show the girls as being very nice and 2D, and I don’t think Jane 
or Elizabeth are nice or 2D. I think they’re as tearaway as their younger sisters, 
but it’s scary to show that on screen because it’s easier to show them as ladies. 
There has to be an element of savagery to them for them to be judged so harshly 
by Bingley and Darcy. I really like Jane; she feels very deeply but doesn’t show it, 
so there’s a real tragedy to that.  

You’ve been to Notts before. What are your favourite places to go to?
It’s a lovely place to come to because it’s a really nice-sized city with lots of lovely 
shops. I’m vegan too, so there’s loads of places for me to eat, and you’ve got lots of 
culture going on. The first time I ever came, there was a beach in the square. I love 
that you have things like that. 
 
In a past life, you were a tour guide, right? What was your most memorable 
moment of that career?
Because you’re so familiar with a place, you get people that ask you questions that 
are so stupid you don’t know how they exist. Once an American family were really 
excited when we got to Buckingham Palace, and they didn’t understand that you 
couldn’t just knock on the door and ask if the Queen was in, or that you can’t get 
inside it. They were like, “We’ll go and just knock!”
 
You appeared on Taskmaster, on Dave. What was that like?
It was very different to what I thought. It’s a very clever show because the 
bit where you go and record all the tasks in the house is what I imagine being 
homeschooled is like. You have lots of crayons and lots of time, and an entire crew 
looking after you. You get to choose what everyone has for lunch, so you’re this 
spoilt little child. And you don’t know how anyone else has done on the tasks, but 

because they want you to be happy, they’re like, “Well done, Sara you’re doing so 
well!” So you’re grinning all day thinking, “I’m winning this programme, I’m doing 
so well.” Then when you have to watch it back you see how rubbish you did; it 
was really humiliating. It’s fun though, Greg Davies calling you a prick all the time.
 
You’ve just been made a patron for Animal Aid. Do you feel extra pressure to be 
the perfect vegan?
Part of ageing is accepting that you’re not gonna be perfect. There are lots of 
people who would like to eat less meat, and they’re aware that the meat industry 
treats animals horrifically. But they also need their protein or they’re feeding their 
family. It’s difficult because if you want the industry to improve, you need people 
who are buying meat to be buying from better sources. In terms of veganism, lots 
of people think they’re gonna be really hungry and sad and weak. But you have to 
concentrate on what you’re gonna eat and find flavour from different places. It can 
be really creative. 
 
When I started comedy, people said I was too fat to be a vegan, because they 
thought vegans were weak and skinny. But there’s so much food to eat, you can be 
a real pudding vegan. In terms of being representative, when I’m on TV I try not to 
make jokes that are about self-sacrifice, I just get a different version.

What’s your approach or strategy for combining humour with things that have 
very serious aspects, like feminism and veganism?
With feminism, it’s quite easy because there are lots of things that are more 
light-hearted. You can talk about things like an advert for a razor blade. If you find 
a way to be sarcastic about something, or turn it on its head, then you can talk 
about it. I very rarely do jokes about being a vegan because I’m never anti-earnest 
about it. I don’t think animals dying is funny. 

You talk about a lot personal topics. How do you cope with negative feedback?
I shut myself off from it. There are very few ways someone could actually contact 
me, so they’d have to say it to me in real life. I think people tend not to because 
when you’re aware that someone is a person, you don’t want to say horrible 
things to them. I had an interview the other day with a woman, it was in front of 
an audience, and she wanted to open by reading out my bad reviews. It’s such an 
odd thing that someone would think that was funny, or that your response is going 
to be funny. Why wouldn’t your feelings be hurt? You’re a normal person.

So your new Edinburgh show, Lads, Lads Lads, is described as a year-long stag 
do. What’s that about?
I broke up with my boyfriend in December, and you have to do your blurb for 
Edinburgh in January. The show was in August, so whatever you write is always 
a bit off. I had this idea that I was going to do all these different things by myself; 
I went to Paris on Valentine’s Day and I was going to go to Las Vegas and have my 
own hen do. But it’s now more about the messages we’re giving to men, alongside 
working out how to live life if you’re not part of a couple, looking at things from 
another point of view.

You can read an extended version of this interview on the LeftLion website. 

Pride and Prejudice is at Nottingham Playhouse from Friday 15 - Saturday 30 
September 2017.

nottinghamplayhouse.co.uk

interview: Hazel Ward
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Maggie’s Culture Crawl
Lakeside Arts, Wollaton Hall and more

AYUP!
Filthy’s

Patti Cake$
Broadway Cinema

Dance4: Breathing Line
Sneinton Market

Forty Shades of Green
Nottingham Society of Artists Gallery

Poetry is Dead Good
The Angel Microbrewery

Ooft, you’re gonna need your best stretchy trousers for this one. That there Clumber Park 
is to be transformed for a weekend of heaven for all you foodies out there. Yep, The Festival 
of Food and Drink is back, and we’re already salivating at the chops in anticipation of 
a weekend full of tasty morsels, workshops and live music. Get down to The School of 
Artisan Food stall, who’ve got everything from pizza-making workshops and lessons in 
beer brewing, to the chance to make your very own ice cream and chocolate, all led by 
expert tutors, David Carter, Katy Fenwick and Claire Monk. The Cookery Theatre will play 
host to celebrity chefs, including Rosemary Shrager (of Ladette to Lady fame) and The 
Great British Bake Off’s Jane Beedle, as they deliver live cooking demonstrations to the 
masses. The region’s biggest food market will be back to get your taste buds a-tingling, 
with produce from local and national businesses, and you can wash it all down with 
some live music from X Factor contestant John Adams. There’s loads for the kiddos to get 
involved with too, with everything from baking and pottery making, to having a crack on 
the trampolines and making sand art. Worra weekend they’ve got lined up for yow lot, eh? 
Tickets available from £7, with concessions, family and weekend tickets available.

The first Saturday of September will see Victoria Embankment and the surrounding roads 
closed, to play host to the City of Nottingham Triathlon. It’s not for the weak of will, but if 
you’ve got a fair bit of stamina and a couple of muscles popping out yer t-shot, gerrit done. 
Alright, alright, we’re being alarmist; this one’s aimed at novice athletes, families, and 
them that just wanna gi’it a go. But if you’re in it to win it, you’ll have to Speedy Gonzales 
your way to the finish line, as amateurs are separated from the pros by virtue of their swim 
times. Competitors will kick off with a 300m pool swim – that’s ten lengths in a 33m pool – 
before moving on to a bike ride for 12km on a flat, closed road, and finishing up with a flat 
3km run. If that all sounds a bit much, you can give the shorter distance GO TRI event a 
whizz, with only 200m to swim, 6km to cycle and a 1.5km run. If you’re not up for it yersen, 
buy a ticket and settle in to support those who’re putting their fitness to the test in true 
Hoodtown style: sat down, with a drink in one hand and a snack in the other. Tickets from 
£15, concessions available.

Clash Money regulars and Don’t Flop fans, prick thine ears, 
for this flick might just be a little bitta yow. Kicking off 
the month is the launch of the first ever feature film from 
acclaimed music video and commercial – that’s American 
for advert – director, Geremy Jasper. Starring silver screen 
newcomer Danielle Macdonald as Patricia Dombrowski, aka 
Killa P, aka Patti Cake$, the feature follows the young female 
rapper as she tries to make it big. Between looking after her 
sick nan and working dead-end jobs, Patti Cake$ is every 
bit the underdog, but with bars like “I’m hopin’ and prayin’ 
to sweet DJ Jesus, my life needs a remix, pull mics from my 
cleavage, and show them my genius. Big girls? We don’t 
cry, so I rise like a phoenix”, we don’t reckon she’ll stay that 
way for long. Labelled “An unambiguous joy” by The New 
York Times, it’s not one you wanna miss. Plus, you’ll get to 
clock local female hip hop talent in the form of Alice Short, 
Eljay and Veronica Caine on the mics, and Ms Tempz on the 
decks. See you there. Tickets from £8, concessions available.

An intriguing piece of performance art is set to take over 
Sneinton Market this September, courtesy of Dance4 artist, 
Rosanna Irvine, that could see you leaving a tenner up. No, 
we’re not kidding. The public artwork sees a kinetic human 
sculpture, made up of meditative and rhythmic performers, 
making its way around Sneinton, leaving behind a 
trail of gold (£1000 in coins). Like a higher value trail of 
breadcrumbs, the audience are led to an end destination in 
Sneinton Market: the Breathing Line Market Stall. Here, you 
are invited to “unmake the work” by taking ten gold coins 
in the promise that you’ll undertake some sort of positive 
action that doesn’t cost you a penny. You can discuss 
what kind of positive action you’ll do with others who find 
themselves at the market stall, as the piece reflects on the 
value we place on our time. Dunno about you, but we’re 
deffo in. You’re literally being paid to attend.

The Nottingham spoken word scene is livelier than the 
Las Vegas strip of a Saturday night. There’s no end of 
wordsmiths flexing their lyrical muscles and wrapping 
their tongues around metaphors in this city. And this 
month, the night that seeks to prove poetry is not reserved 
for the world of academia is back with a bardilicious bang. 
Poetry is Dead Good relaunches in their new home at The 
Angel, gearing up to showcase some of Nottingham’s 
most talented poets. To warm us up good and proper, 
the Poetry is Dead Good massive have only gone and got 
Notts-native-turned-poetry-bigwig Ben Norris to headline 
the launch event. Fresh from his BBC Poetry Slam at the 
Edinburgh Festival Fringe this year, he’ll be ready and 
raring to go with a homecoming set forged from a blazing 
trail of glory. On top of that, there’ll be a special showcase 
to highlight the upcoming Young Poet Laureate opportunity 
in Nottingham. We can’t wait. £3

There’s nowt like the excitement we feel when a brand 
new night pops up on the Hoodtown scene. And this 
month marks the birth of another cracker, courtesy of 
the hype masters behind Phlexx. They’re taking over the 
newly refurbished upstairs room in Filthy’s to bring the 
best in underground music to the ears and dancing feet 
of the general Nottingham populace. Local DJs and labels 
will play the best mix of everything from house to reggae, 
bassline to funk, UK garage to techno, so no matter your 
flavour, there’ll be summat for you to get down and dutty 
to. Plus, there’s a whole bunch of drinks offers, including 
£4.50 for a double and mixer, so you can have a couple of 
bevs to warm yourself into the swing of things without too 
much damage to the bank account. Exactly what we like to 
hear. Strictly over eighteens only. £3 entry.

Them autumn evenings can be proper beautiful. The leaves 
on the trees are all kinds of colours, the air is fresh and 
crisp, and it’s the last few days of the lighter evenings. 
This month, Maggie’s Culture Crawl is providing you 
with the perfect opportunity to get outside of a Friday 
evening, all while raising some much needed dosh for the 
charity that provides free, practical, emotional and social 
support for people with cancer. Over the course of the 
evening, you’ll walk eight miles and have the chance to get 
behind-the-scenes access to some of Nottingham’s cultural 
hotspots, as well as sampling some top-dollar nosh and 
listening to some cracking live music. You’ll need to pay 
a registration fee to cover the cost of the event, and do a 
bit of fundraising to bag your ticket. Admin fee £20, and 
you’ll need to fundraise a total of £80. Or, buy a ticket for an 
upfront fee of £60, no fundraising necessary.

Founded in 1880, the Nottingham Society of Artists is one 
of the oldest and most successful art societies in the whole 
bleddy country. And this month, the group are putting their 
prowess to good use as they team up with the Long Eaton 
branch of Parkinson’s UK to host a fundraising exhibition in 
honour of the charity. Beeston-based pair, Mary and Brian 
Evans, will be the main contributors to the exhibition. 
Brian, a retired lecturer, and Mary, a former Long Eaton 
school teacher, have used Mary’s Irish heritage as the 
inspiration behind the Forty Shades of Green exhibition: 
“We’ve chosen Forty Shades of Green as a title for our 
exhibitions as our artworks are strongly influenced by the 
landscape and people of the west of Ireland,” says Mary. 
Pop over to have a goose at our Mary and Brian’s art, and 
dob Parkinson’s UK a couple of pahnd while yer at it. 



FRIDAY 1 SEP

🎭 Pride and Prejudice
Wollaton Hall 
£10 – £40, 6pm 

🎨 Chhaap Workshop
Nottingham Castle 
Free, 11am – 3pm 

🎭 Peter Pan 
Nottingham Castle 
£10 – £40, 5.30pm – 8.45pm 

♫ The Skids 
Rock City 
£24.50 – £26.95, 6.30pm 

♫ Winter-Wear For 
The Homeless
Rough Trade 
£3, 7pm  

♫ Mo Pitney
The Bodega 
£12.50 – £13.75, 7pm 

♫ Stealth Bassline Special
Stealth 
Free, 10pm

♫ Chloe Rodgers and 
Docta D
The Southbank Bar 
5pm – 9pm 

♫ Strictly Roots 
The Maze 
£5, 9pm 

♫ Melanie Page Band
The Lion at Basford 
9.30pm 

♫ Unplugged Showcase
Bunkers Hill 
Free, 8pm 

SATURDAY 2 SEP

💻 Pixelheads
National Videogame Arcade 
£8, 12.30pm – 3pm 

🎨 16cm Weave Hoop 
Crafternoon 
Debbie Bryan 
£20, 10.30am – 12.30pm 

♫ Tender
The Bodega 
£7 – £7.70, 7pm

😂 Live Comedy (18+)
The Glee Club 
£9.50 – £21.50, 7pm 

🎭 The Kite Runner
Nottingham Playhouse 
£10 – £26, 2.30pm

♫ Free Wheelin’
The Lion at Basford 
9.30pm

♫ Rich Goodson + Wayne 
Rex + Dave Jackson + 
Kek-W
The Chameleon Cafe Bar 
Free 8pm – 11pm 

♫ Fan Club 90s Party
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 7pm – 11.45pm 

 🎭 Shadow Puppet Dinos
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£5, 1pm – 3pm 

🎨 Ancient Craft: 
Mosaic Making
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£40 – £50, 10am – 4pm 

SATURDAY 2 SEP

👒 Vintage Carnival
Nottingham Racecourse 
£8 – £10, 11am – 7pm 

🎨 Appliqué with Kashif 
Nadim Chaudry
Nottingham Castle 
£10, 11am – 1pm 

🔧 Introduction to 
Arduino Workshop
Nottingham Hackspace 
£25, 11am – 4pm 

👪 Open Day 2017
Nottingham Playhouse 
Free, 10am – 1pm 

🍺 Lady Bay Summer 
Festival 2017
Castle Rock Brewery 
Free, 12pm 

👪 Skate Jam 17
Burton Road Recreation 
Ground, Gedling
Free, 2pm – 6pm 

♫ Macmillan Fest
Rock City 
£16.50, 1pm – 10pm 

👪 Lego Club Presented by 
Make to Make
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 11am – 3pm 

♫ Urban Intro and DJ 
Princey
The Southbank Bar 
10pm – 2am 

♫ Cozzy D
Stealth 
£5, 10pm – 5am 

SATURDAY 2 SEP

♫ What Is Love?
The Bodega 
11pm 

♫ Tumble Presents One 
Puf & Durkle Disco
The Maze 
£3 – £6, 10pm 

🎨 Plant Pot Ceramics for 
Beginners with 
Upsydaisy Craft
Malt Cross 
£45, 11am – 4pm 
 
SUNDAY 3 SEP

🎲 Poker Night 
The Grosvenor 
£5 – £5, 8pm 

🎤 The Berliner presents 
Acoustic Sundays
The Berliner 
Free, 5pm – 10pm 

🍺 Jacob’s Homebrew 
Summer School
Brew Dog 
1pm 

♫ Doncaster Wheatsheaf 
Singers
Rufford Abbey 
Free, 2pm – 4pm 

♫ Irish Trad Session
Malt Cross 
Free, 4pm – 7pm 

♫ The Madeline Rust: ‘21 
Girls’ Album Launch 
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 8pm – 11pm 

SUNDAY 3 SEP

👪 Family Paint & Skate
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham 
£2.50 – £8.50, 2.30pm – 5pm 

👒 The Embankment’s 
Wedding Fayre
The Embankment 
Free 

🎨 Work in Common, 
Scratch Night: Claire 
Davies & Verity Heald
Primary 
Free, 6pm 

😂 Comedy Tour Show – 
Wahala Comedy Clash: 
Jamaica Vs Africa (14+)
The Glee Club 
£20, 6.30pm 

♫ The Glass Child & Emma 
Buckley + Esther Turner 
The Maze 
£6, 7pm 

👪 Dinosaur Sock Puppets
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£5, 2pm – 3.30pm 

MONDAY 4 SEP

👪 Movie Mondays 
Spanky Van Dykes 
Free, 8pm 

♫ Alvvays
Rescue Rooms 
£12, 7.30pm 

🎨 Life Drawing with 
Oliver Lovley
Malt Cross 
£12, 6:00pm 

MONDAY 4 SEP 

📣 Ways of Thinking: 
Lucy Suggate 
Nottingham Castle 
Free, 6pm — 8pm 

📖 New Fiction Crit Group 
(led by Deborah Bailey)
Nottingham Writers’ 
Studio 
Free, 6pm – 8pm 

💪 Pilates
The Place Activity Centre 
£7.50, 6pm – 7pm 

💪 Pilates
The Place Activity Centre 
£7.50, 7.15pm – 8.15pm 

👪 Blue Stockings Brunch
THINK Creative Space: 
Cobden Chambers 
£15, 10am – 11.30am 

♫ Original Sound Tracks
The Bodega 
Free, 9pm 

📣 Practical Bike Maths 
with Dr Jules
Five Leaves Bookshop 
Free, 6.30pm – 8pm 

🎲 Booze and 
Board Games
The Maze 
Free, 7.30pm 

💻  Netflix and Chill
Your Yard 
Free, 9pm

🎨  Paint Me Like One of 
Your French Girls
The Titanic 
Free, 11pm

 
For more events, check out leftlion.co.uk/listings
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£10DISCOUNT OFF FIRST SESSION
LEFT LIONREADERS

Calm Water 
Floatation

Floatation REST Therapy  |  Massage  |  Holistic

0115 9825259   www.calm-water.co.uk

Floatation Therapy - The most powerful performance & 
recovery tool. Used by Elite Athletes, Special Forces 
personnel and everyday people looking for a way to 
de-stress, treat a stress related illness or to simply relax.

Floatation Therapy is clinically proven to have a positive 
impact on:

 • General Well-being
 • Stress & Anxiety Reduction
 • Improving Quality of Sleep
 • Reducing Chronic Pain 
 • Improving Recovery Time From Exertion & Injury
 • Alleviating Symptoms of Depression

       As featured in the May issue of 

West Bridgford, Nottingham
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TUESDAY 5 SEP

♫ Pressure 
Rescue Rooms 
Free, 10pm 

🎭 Two-Player Tuesday
The Dice Cup 
£2, 6pm – 11pm 

🏫 Video Pitching 101
Nottingham Trent 
University 
Free, 5.30pm – 8pm 

💻 Hackspace 2.5 Work
Nottingham Hackspace 
Free, 7pm – 10pm 

📖 Robert Forster in 
Conversation
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 7pm – 10pm 

♫ The Districts
The Bodega 
£12.50 – £13.75, 7:00pm 

♫ Notts In A Nutshell
The Maze 
£3, 7:30pm 

WEDNESDAY 6 SEP

💻 WEB for SME 
Nottingham Trent 
University 
Free, 11.30am – 2.30pm 

💻 Open Members’ Meeting
Nottingham Hackspace 
Free, 8pm – 9pm 

♫ Crisis
Rock City 
£6.65 – £10, 10pm – 3am 

🎨 Wasted Talents and 
Glorious Tragedies
THINK Creative Space: 
Cobden Chambers 
Free, 6pm – 10pm 

♫ Live Triple Bill (No. 13)
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 7pm – 11pm 

♫ Rev It Up!
The Bodega 
Free, 10pm 

📢 Summertime DJs
Malt Cross 
Free 

THURSDAY 7 SEP

🎨 Paint-a-Pot Thursdays
The Harley Gallery 
£5 – £20, 10am – 3pm 

📣 Heritage Open Days: 
Heart of Heritage 
Inspiration 
Debbie Bryan 
Free, 10.30am – 11.30am 

♫ Phoebe Buffay 
Central Perk 
Free, 8pm  

📖 New Screenwriting Crit 
Group with Adrian 
Reynolds
Nottingham Writers’ Studio 
Free, 6pm – 8pm 

🎭 The Kite Runner
Nottingham Playhouse 
£12 – £32, 1.30pm 

♫ Paul Kelly
Rescue Rooms 
£16.50 – £18.15, 6.30pm 

THURSDAY 7 SEP

🏫 Discover Your 
Nottingham with local 
historian Chris Weir 
THINK Creative Space: 
Cobden Chambers 
£6, 6.30pm – 8.30pm 

🎥 John Le Carre: An 
Evening with 
George Smiley
Savoy Cinema 
£9 – £11, 7.45pm – 9.45pm 

😂 Yianni Agisilaou (14+)
The Glee Club 
£12, 6.45pm 

♫ Live Music from Adam 
Peter Smith
The Hand and Heart 
8pm – 10.30pm 

♫ Zappatistas
Bonington Theatre 
£7 – £15, 8pm 

♫ Ferocious Dog
The Maze 
£10, 7.30pm 

FRIDAY 8 SEP

♫ April Towers Album 
Launch Party
The Angel Microbrewery 
£5, 8pm 

📣 Heritage Open Days: A 
Royal Connection
Debbie Bryan 
Free, 10.30am – 11.30am 

🔧 Punchcard Garland 
Crafternoon
Debbie Bryan 
£20, 2.30pm – 4.30pm 

👪 Discover the William 
Booth Birthplace Museum
William Booth Birthplace 
Museum 
Free 

🏫 Kaleidoscope 
Gallery Tour
The Djanogly Art Gallery 
Free, 1pm — 2pm 

♫ BamaLamaSingSong
Rescue Rooms 
£7 – £10, 8.30pm – 2am 

👣 Movement Workshop: 
Ruth Beale & Mark Boylan
Primary 
Free, 6.30pm 

🏈 Nottingham Rugby vs 
Yorkshire Carnegie
Nottingham Rugby Club 
£6 – £13, 7:45pm 

♫ Gas Panic! and DJ Fever
The Southbank Bar 
5pm – 7pm 

📢 The In-Here Brothers
The Southbank Bar 
10.30pm 

♫ Bashment/Dancehall/
Carnival Special
Stealth 
Free, 10pm 

♫ Mighty Vipers + Gone & 
Lost It + Mighty Kahunas 
+ Unknown Era DJ set
The Maze 
£5, 8pm 

♫ Erin Bennett
The Doghouse
£6, 8pm 

SATURDAY 9 SEP

💻 Pixelheads: 
Saturday Club 
National Videogame Arcade 
£8, 12.30pm – 3pm 

♫ Sean McGowan
The Bodega 
£8, 7pm 

😂 Dr Sketchy’s Anti 
Art School
Canal House 
£9 – £10, 1pm – 4pm 

♫ Aloeswood + Forneus + 
Underdark + Misanthropic 
Existence
The Chameleon Cafe Bar 
£5, 8pm – 11.45pm 

😂 Live Comedy 
The Glee Club 
£9.50 – £21.50, 7pm 

🎥 Scott Pilgrim vs. 
The World
National Videogame Arcade 
£8, 7pm – 11.45pm 

🎨 Rosanna Irvine: 
Breathing Line
Sneinton Market 
Free, 11.30am – 2pm 

🏫 Heritage Open Day: 
Hands on with History
Lakeside Arts Centre 
Free, 12pm – 4pm 

🎥 A New Prehistory
Lakeside Arts Centre 
Free, 11.15am – 12.15pm 

♫ A Potted History of Jazz: 
The Aces of Rhythm
Patchings Art Centre 
£8.50, 7.30pm 

🎭 The Kite Runner
Nottingham Playhouse 
£10 – £26, 2.30pm 

♫ Vanity Box
Rescue Rooms 
£8.50 – £9.35, 6.30pm 

♫ Shelter Point Presents: 
Cadence
Rough Trade Nottingham 
£5.90, 7pm – 12am 

♫ Sarah Walk
The Bodega 
Free, 2pm 

♫ Stratergy & DJ Princey
The Southbank Bar 
10pm – 2am 

🎨 Create a Keum Boo 
Pendant with Ruth 
Wiseman
Focus Gallery 
£110, 10.30am – 4.30pm 

♫ Hellcats
Cafe Sobar 
£4 – £5, 8pm – 11pm 

♫ Imara Fundraising Gig
The Maze 
£5, 6pm 

🎨 Hand Lettering 
Workshop with
 Meticulous Ink
Malt Cross 
£48, 11am – 1.30pm 

⚽ Notts County vs. 
Morecambe
Notts County Football Club 
3pm 

SUNDAY 10 SEP

♫ John Legend
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham 
£70, 7pm 

🍺 Jacob’s Homebrew 
Summer School
Brew Dog 
1pm 

🎭 The Gilded Merkin 
Burlesque and Cabaret
The Glee Club 
£15 – £17, 7pm – 10pm 

📣 Heritage Open Days: 
With Nick Povey from 
Nottingham’s Fewkes 
Factory
Debbie Bryan 
Free, 11.30am – 12.30pm 

♫ Binns Organ Concert
The Albert Hall 
Free – £6, 2.45pm – 4.30pm 

🎥 A New Prehistory
Lakeside Arts Centre 
Free, 2.30pm – 3.30pm 

♫ Crosslight + Better Days 
+ Centurion 
The Maze 
6pm 

MONDAY 11 SEP

🌳 Gardening Club
St Martin’s Church 
Free 

🎨 Life Drawing with 
Oliver Lovley
Malt Cross 
£12, 6:00pm 

📣 Ways of Thinking: 
Lucy Suggate 
Dance4 
Free, 6pm – 8pm 

🎭 Ghost Lights
Nottingham Arts Theatre 
£10, 7pm 

♫ Rammel Club: Svartvit 
+ Grey Frequency + 
Kuebiko
SOAN Studios 
£5 – £6, 8pm – 11pm 

♫ Fang Club
The Bodega 
£7 – £7.70, 7pm 

🎨 How To Approach 
Galleries Workshops
Focus Gallery 
£25, 10.30am – 12.30pm 

📖 Book Club
The Johnson Arms 
Free, 8pm 

♫ The Receivers + 
The Colliders + Viyellas + 
The Favells
The Maze 
Free, 7pm 

TUESDAY 12 SEP

♫ As Lions
Rock City 
£8, 7.30pm 

🎭 Two-Player Tuesday
The Dice Cup 
£2, 6pm – 11pm 

👪 Nottingham Women’s 
Centre Open Day
Nottingham Women’s 
Centre 
Free, 10am – 1pm 

TUESDAY 12 SEP

🏫 Dinosaurs and 
Ichthyosaurs of Britain
Djanogly Theatre 
Free, 1pm – 2pm 

♫ The Maine
Rescue Rooms 
£13.50 – £14.85, 6.30pm 

♫ Chastity Belt
The Bodega 
£10 – £11, 7pm 

📖 Keeping it Short: 
The Short Story
Five Leaves Bookshop 
£3, 7pm – 8.30pm 

♫ Notts in a Nutshell
The Maze 
£3, 7.30pm 

⚽ Mansfield Town 
vs Grimsby
Mansfield Town Football 
Club 
1pm 

WEDNESDAY 13 SEP

😂 The £1 NCF 
Comedy Night
Canal House 
£1, 8pm 

♫ Crisis
Rock City 
£6.65 – £10, 10pm – 3am

♫ Cosmic American 
presents Danny & The 
Champions of The World
The Maze 
£12.50, 7.30pm 

📣 Xanthe Gresham’s 
Bag of Wonders
White Lion 
£5 – £6, 7.30pm – 10pm 

📖 New Fiction Crit Group 
with Kirsty Fox
Nottingham Writers’ 
Studio 
Free, 6pm – 8pm 

📖 Michael Pedersen and 
Scott Hutchison: Book 
Launch + Signing
Rough Trade 
£9.99, 7pm – 10pm 

🎥 David Gilmour Live 
Savoy Cinema 
£9 – £11, 8pm – 10pm 

♫ Ryan McMullan
The Bodega 
£8 – £8.80, 7pm 

♫ Rev it Up!
The Bodega 
Free, 10:00pm 

🎤 Crosswords: Spoken 
Word Open Mic
Malt Cross 
Free, 7.30pm 

📢 Summertime DJs
Malt Cross 
Free 

THURSDAY 14 SEP

📖 Hello Words: Interactive 
Fiction Writers’ Group
National Videogame Arcade 
Free, 6.30pm – 8.30pm 

♫ Voodoo Six
Rock City 
£10, 6.30pm 

THURSDAY 14 SEP

♫ Club Tropicana 
Rescue Rooms 
9pm 

♫ Sean Noonan: 
Memorable Sticks
Bonington Theatre 
£5 – £12, 8pm – 10.30pm 

📣 Work Well Workshops 
by the WWP
Tiger Boe 
£15, 6pm – 7.30pm 

♫ Faux Pas 
Rough Trade 
Free, 7pm – 11pm 

🎥 Carmen on the Lake
Savoy Cinema 
£11 – £13.50, 7.45pm – 
9.45pm 

♫ Sean Noonan
Bonington Theatre 
£5 – £12, 8pm 

🎨 Body As Canvas
New Art Exchange 
Free, 10.30am – 1pm 

♫ Chapter and Verse + 
Wars + Save Your Last 
Breath + more TBA
The Maze 
£4 – £6, 7pm 

FRIDAY 15 SEP

♫ Elvana: Elvis 
Fronted Nirvana
Rescue Rooms 
£10, 6.30pm 

♫ Cats in Space
Rock City 
£16, 6:30pm 

♫ SBC Magic Hour
The Southbank Bar, 
Nottingham City 
Free, 5pm — 8pm 

🎥 Princess Bride
Blend Coffee Shop 
£10 – £12.50, 7pm – 11pm 

🎭 Lost In Austen? Why 
Jane Austen (Still) Matters 
Today: Pre-Show Talk
Nottingham Playhouse 
Free, 6.30pm 

😂 Funhouse Comedy Club
Phoenix Cue Sports 
£6.50, 8.15pm 

♫ Myrkur Live
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 3pm – 5pm 

🎨 Ben Sherwin and 
Jennie McCall
Focus Gallery 
Free, 10am – 4pm 

😂 Foodie Friday 
The Glee Club 
£7.50 – £19.95, 7pm 

♫ Fat Digester + Foreign 
Accent: Fundraiser for 
Himmah
The Maze 
£10 – £11, 7.30pm 

♫ Old School Dog House
The Lion at Basford 
9.30pm 

⚽ How Many Keepy-
Uppies Can You Do?
The Garden 
Free, 4.30pm



Local photographer Dan Hughes is hosting a photography 
competition – Homeless – alongside the organisation that 
helps our community’s most vulnerable: Emmanuel House. 
Dan tells us all about the hows and whys of the project...

Can you tell us a bit more about Homeless?
It’s a photography competition created to raise awareness 
of homelessness, and its effects on those directly and 
indirectly involved. I also hope it’ll raise funds for 
Emmanuel House: a wonderful Nottingham charity 
who deal with this growing problem. It’s their fortieth 
anniversary this year.

What are you looking for in entries?
Though the subject itself is homelessness, it’s open to 
interpretation, and we hope to see a varied range of 
submissions. One entrant is spending some time in a 
soup kitchen to photograph the staff and people who use 
their services; I think this is an amazing perspective to 
showcase and not one that would initially come to mind.

Hopefully the submissions will be varied, as there’s 
no restriction on medium or methodology. You could 
photograph architecture, food, protests, housing and, of 
course, people. If someone wanted to create a series of 
photographs then that’s great too. I’m looking forward to 
seeing what people come up with.

There can be a fine line between artistic documentation 
and “poverty porn.” What’s important to consider 
when it comes to the honouring of subjects when 
photographing? 
This is a really important question. I would urge 
people to know the law and also respect their subject 
wholeheartedly. If you want to enter and you have one or 
many homeless people in the photograph then you should 
be asking their permission. Personally, I would engage 
with people and explain why you would like to photograph 
them, and respect their wishes if they aren’t interested.

How did you get into photography yourself?
I studied photography at university and haven’t really 
looked back. I was initially studying computing, but when 
I saw work from photography students in the local bar 
I was hooked, and managed to change my course. I’m a 
wedding photographer mainly so this is very different 
for me.

We’ve seen an increase in homelessness over the past 
few years. How do you think the arts and creativity in 
general can be used to help combat the issues faced by 
the homeless community?
Art is subjective and that’s great, but one of things that 
has struck me, especially about photography as a medium, 
is its ability to effect or document social change. The pure 
power and emotion that even one image can convey is no 
small thing.

The arts have the potential to be used as one of modern 
society’s truer social justice platforms.
Music, photography, video and illustration resonate with 
us on many levels and can, and should, be used to advance 
us a culture. We don’t get everything right, but when 
perspectives and points of view are showcased through 
the arts, it can be a force for positive change.

The final submission date for entries into Homeless is Friday 
15 September, and it costs £10 for each entry. All proceeds 
go to Emmanuel House, and you can enter by following the 
link below. Prizes include half a day’s photography training, 
plus a film camera with a roll of film. Any enquiries, hit Dan 
up on homeless@danielhughesphotography.com

Winners will be showcased at the Emmanuel House 
40th Anniversary Ball at Nottingham Council House on 
Thursday 19 October, and the images will be entered into 
auction in framed prints.

tinyurl.com/yczccgy8
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SATURDAY 16 SEP

🔧 Wheel Building 
Nottingham Bike Works 
£65, 10am – 4.30pm 

💻 Pixelheads: 
Saturday Club 
National Videogame Arcade 
£8, 12.30pm – 3pm 

🎨 Saturday Art Club 
New Art Exchange 
Free, 10am – 12pm 

♫ Chinese Storytelling 
and Music
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£4 

🎥 The Running Man 
Quasar Elite Nottingham 
£7 – £12, 9pm – 11.30pm 

♫ Broadfest 
Broad Street 
6pm – 3am 

♫ Tigertailz
Rescue Rooms 
£12.50 – £15, 6.30pm – 10pm

♫ The Sherlocks
Rock City 
£12 – £13.20, 6.30pm – 10pm

📖 Development Day 2017
Nottingham Writers’ Studio 
£45 – £57.99, 9.30am – 5pm 

🍴 Work in Common, 
Forager Collective is 
Cooking 
Primary 
Free, 6.30pm 

😼 Nottingham Panthers vs 
Guildford Flames
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham  
£9 – £20, 7pm 

📣 Punk It Up! Black People 
in Punk with Don Letts
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 6pm – 12am 

♫ Noel Gallagher’s High 
Flying Carpets
The Bodega 
£7 – £7.75, 7pm 

♫ Smokescreen 
Soundsystem
The Maze 
£5, 10pm 

♫ Dawson Smith and 
The Dissenters
The Lion at Basford 
9.30pm 

🔧 Bath Bomb Making with 
Black Acres Soap Pantry
Malt Cross 
£15, 11am – 1pm 

⚽ Mansfield Town vs 
Wycombe Wanderers
Mansfield Town 
Football Club 
7.45pm 

⚽  Nottingham Forest vs 
Wolverhampton Wanderers
Nottingham Forest 
Football Club 
3pm 

📖  Read a Book
Don’t just put the telly on 
We mean it

👣 Nan’s Foot Rub Day
Nan’s house 
She’ll give yer £2

SUNDAY 17 SEP

👪 Mindfulness in 
Nottingham
New Art Exchange 
£4 – £5, 10am – 1pm 

♫ Dan Reed: Acoustic 
Solo Tour 2017
The Greyhound, Beeston 
£8 – £10, 7.30pm – 11pm 

♫ Jaret Reddick
Rescue Rooms 
£25, 7.30pm 

♫ R5
Rock City 
£18.50, 7.30pm 

🎨 Linocut Composition 
Crafternoon
Debbie Bryan 
£25, 10am – 12pm 

🎨 Mounted Collagraph 
Crafternoon
Debbie Bryan 
£40, 1pm – 4pm 

♫ Chris Murray
The Maze 
£8, 7pm 

♫ The Gospel Youth + 
Milestones
The Bodega 
£8, 7pm 

🎨 Kaleidoscope Workshop: 
Monoprint with Collage
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£50 – £55, 10am – 4pm 

♫ Bestwood Male Voice 
Choir 65th Anniversary 
Gala Concert
The Albert Hall 
£5 – £12, 3pm 

♫ September Swingtime
The Ukrainian Centre 
£8, 7.15pm 

🎥 Stage Russia 2017-2018 
Season: The Seagull
Savoy Cinema 
£9 – £11, 2.15pm – 5.45pm 

♫ G2 Definitive
Genesis (14+)
The Glee Club 
£16, 6pm 

♫ Chris Murray + Liam 
O’Kane + Junkyard Orphan
The Maze 
£8 – £10, 7pm 

MONDAY 18 SEP

♫ Mayday Parade
Rock City 
£18, 7pm 

♫ Banfi
The Bodega 
£6, 7pm 

♫ Life of Agony
Rescue Rooms 
£18.50, 7.30pm 

📖 Five Leaves Book Group: 
No is not Enough by 
Naomi Klein
Five Leaves Bookshop 
Free, 7pm – 8.30pm 

TUESDAY 19 SEP

🎭 Two-Player Tuesday
The Dice Cup 
£2, 6pm – 11pm 

♫ Redfaces
The Bodega 
£6, 7pm 

TUESDAY 19 SEP

😂 Talk like a Pirate Day
The Kean’s Head 
Free 

😂 Funhouse Comedy Club
The Grosvenor 
£5, 7.30pm 

♫ Jazz Steps Live at the 
Libraries Presents: Stuart 
McCallum
The Worksop Library 
£8 – £10, 7.30pm 

WEDNESDAY 20 SEP

♫ Lowkey
Rescue Rooms 
£15, 7.30pm 

♫ Here Lies Man
The Bodega 
£6, 7pm 

♫ Trash Boat
Rock City 
£10 – £11, 6.30pm – 10pm

🎥 The Fits (2015) 
The Space, Nottingham 
Contemporary 
£5, 6pm 

😂 Ricky Gervais
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham 
£30.80 – £107.50, 7.30pm 

🎭 Pride and Prejudice: 
Pay What You Can 
Nottingham Playhouse 
7.45pm 

♫ Cavalier Song Live
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 7pm – 9pm 

🎥 ROH: Royal Opera 2017 – 
2018 Season – The 
Magic Flute
Savoy Cinema 
£11 – £13.50, 7.15pm – 
10.30pm 

♫ Rev it Up!
The Bodega 
Free, 10pm 

📖 Michael Eaton on 
Charlie Peace
Five Leaves Bookshop 
Free, 7pm – 8.30pm 

♫ Jazz Steps Live at the 
Libraries Presents: Stuart 
McCallum 
Southwell Library 
£8 – £10, 7.30pm 

THURSDAY 21 SEP

📣 70 Years On
New Art Exchange 
Free, 6.30pm – 8pm 

📣 Public Science Lecture
University of Nottingham 
Free, 6pm – 7pm 

🎨 Revolution House
Surface Gallery 
Free, 7.30pm – 11pm 

♫ Nightfish!
The Southbank Bar – 
Nottingham City 
Free, 9pm 

🎨 Kaleidoscope 
Gallery Tour
The Djanogly Art Gallery 
Free, 1pm –2pm 

THURSDAY 21 SEP

🎭 Wreck
Nottingham Playhouse 
£14 – £15.50, 7pm 

♫ Tuned
Rock City 
Free, 11pm – 3am 

📖 Hollie McNish: Plum 
Book Q&A + Signing
Rough Trade Nottingham 
£9.99, 7pm – 9.30pm 

🎥 Stage Russia 2017-2018 
Season – The Seagull
Savoy Cinema 
£9 – £11, 7pm – 10.30pm 

🎥 King Lear: Live From 
Shakespeare’s Globe
Savoy Cinema 
£11 – £13.50, 7pm – 10pm 

😂 Vir Das (16+)
The Glee Club 
£15, 6.45pm 

♫ Jazz Club: Kokopelli
The Hand and Heart 
8.30pm – 11pm 

♫ 33/45
Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm – 10pm 

FRIDAY 22 SEP

♫ Waterparks
Rescue Rooms 
£12, 6.30pm 

♫ Erja Lyytinen
The Bodega 
£12.50, 7pm 

🎨 We Will 
Remember Them
New Art Exchange 
Free, 6.30pm – 9pm 

♫ Acoustickle Saltbox Bar 
Saltbox Bar 
Free, 5pm – 12am 

♫ The Indolins 
Nottingham Contemporary 
Free, 8pm 

♫ Pesky Alligators
The Lion at Basford 
9.30pm 

SATURDAY 23 SEP

♫ Sparks
Rock City 
£24, 6pm 

♫ Sarah Close
The Bodega 
£8, 7pm 

📷 Demystifying the DSLR: 
Part Two
Broadway Cinema 
£75 – £90, 10am 

♫ Temporary Deafness
New Art Exchange 
Free, 7pm – 11pm 

♫ Turnover
Rescue Rooms 
£11, 6.30pm 

♫ Repulsive Vision + 
Repulsive + Blood Oath + 
Berserk
The Chameleon Cafe Bar 
£5, 8pm – 11.45pm 

📣 Lucy Suggate: Ways of 
Seeing, Ways of Being
Nottingham Castle 
Free, 11am – 4pm 

EMMANUEL HOUSE PHOTOGRAPHY 
COMPETITION



Kwoli Black

Every so often, you come across a new piece of music that 
stops you in your tracks. And Kwoli Black’s single Pass Me 
By recently did just that at Nusic HQ. Stunning, minimal 
electronica-esque production, a beautiful female vocal on 
the hook, and a proper unique flow from Kwoli. He started 
his creative life in spoken word before moving into rap, 
and his roots show. He’s a clever wordsmith, leaving you 
exhaling out your nose one minute and pondering life 
the next. And that’s before he gets amped and has you 
wanting to beat your PB down at the gym. Don’t let it pass 
you by… 

twitter.com/kwoliblack

Hector Lemans

With a name inspired by classic 1998 point and click video 
game Grim Fandango, you’ve probably already got a sense 
of what to expect from this one. Eclecticness. Uniqueness. 
Something-else-ness. Hector Lemans is the solo project of 
Harry Christopher, who’s known for making lots of good 
noise in We Are Carnivores. This, however, is very, very 
different. Harry describes the project himself as “Acoustic, 
Electronic”, but to be honest, it’s all over the bloody shop, 
in the best way possible. Catchy acoustic guitars, weird 
but wonderful electronic sounds, and an almost saucy-
sounding vocal. 

facebook.com/hectorlemanslemans
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NUSIC
BOX

Your new Notts music tip sheet, as compiled 
by Nusic’s Sam Nahirny.

Want more? Check the fortnightly podcasts 
and live sessions in the Nusic website.

For more events, check out leftlion.co.uk/listings
SATURDAY 23 SEP

🎨 Art Investigator Max
Lakeside Arts Centre 
Free, 12pm – 4pm 

🎭 Jumping on my Shadow
Djanogly Theatre 
£7.50 

👪 Meet a Real Life 
Feathered Dinosaur
Lakeside Arts Centre 
Free, 2pm – 3.30pm 

🏫 Helping the Museum 
Curate its Coins: 
Introduction Session
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£5, 11am – 4pm 

😼 Nottingham Panthers 
vs Braehead Clan 
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham 
£9 – £20, 7pm 

♫ Sparks
Rock City 
£24 – £26.40, 6pm – 10pm 

♫ Stella Grundy 
(Instastella): Q&A and 
Signing
Rough Trade Nottingham 

Free, 3pm – 6pm 

♫ Shakin’ Not Stirred
The Maze 
£10 – £11, 8pm 

SUNDAY 24 SEP

♫ King No-One
Rescue Rooms 
£8, 7.30pm 

♫ The Three Degrees
Saltbox Bar 
£20, 7pm 

🎨 Casting, Colour and 
Vinyl Moulds
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£40 – £50, 10am – 4pm 

💪 Robin Hood Marathon
The Embankment 
Free 

👒 Oxjam Nottingham: 
Vintage Fashion Show
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 2pm – 5pm 

🎥 ROH: Royal Opera 2017-
2018 Season – The Magic 
Flute
Savoy Cinema 
£11 – £13.50, 2pm – 5.15pm 

♫ Freak + King Nun
The Bodega 
£7 – £7.70, 7pm 

MONDAY 25 SEP

♫ Denai Moore
The Bodega 
£7.50, 7pm 

🎥 Blue Velvet 
Savoy Cinema 
£4.75 – £6.50, 8.30pm –11pm 

♫ Rae Morris
The Space, Nottingham 
Contemporary 
£12, 7pm 

♫ Road Trip
Rescue Rooms 
£15 – £16.50, 6.30pm – 10pm 

😂 Funhouse Comedy Club
The Maze 
£4, 7:45pm 

TUESDAY 26 SEP

♫ Tom Grennan
Rescue Rooms 
£9, 6.30pm 

♫ Anteros
The Bodega 
£6, 7pm 

🎭 Edinburgh Festival 
Double Bill
Djanogly Theatre 
£4, 7.30pm – 10pm 

🎤 The Electronic Open 
Mic Night
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 7.30pm – 11pm 

🎥 Exhibition on Screen – 
Canaletto and the Art 
of Venice
Savoy Cinema 
£9 – £11, 6.30pm – 8.15pm 

 📣 David Bowie Made Me 
Gay: 100 years of LGBT 
music, with Darryl Bullock
Five Leaves Bookshop 
£3, 7pm – 8.30pm 

WEDNESDAY 27 SEP

♫ Slaid Cleaves 
The Poppy and Pint 
£15, 7pm 

👪 Stitch + Bitch 
Malt Cross 

🎭 Edinburgh Festival 
Double Bill
Djanogly Theatre 
£4, 7.30pm – 10pm 

🎥  On the Waterfront 
(1954)
The Space, Nottingham 
Contemporary 
£5, 6pm 

🎭 Wreck: Pay What 
You Can 
Nottingham Playhouse 
8pm 

♫ Rev it Up!
The Bodega 
Free, 10pm 

😂 Tom Stade (16+)
The Glee Club 
£16 – £17.50, 6.45pm 

🎨 Stitch and Bitch
Malt Cross 

📣 Successful 
Entrepreneurs in Design
Broadway
Free, All day

THURSDAY 28 SEP

♫ Nick Cave and the 
Bad Seeds
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham 
£45, 6.30pm 

♫ Little Barrie
The Bodega 
£12, 7pm 

📖  Heart of Heritage: 
Black-out Poetry
Debbie Bryan 
Free, 3pm – 4.30pm 

♫ Women Got Talent
The Maze 
£6.50, 7.30pm

♫ Tim Lapthorn Trio
Bonington Theatre 
£5 – £12, 8pm – 10.30pm 

THURSDAY 28 SEP

🏫 Work Well Workshops 
by the WWP
Tiger Boe 
£15, 6pm – 7.30pm 

👪 Tiny Fingers Tiny Toes
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£5, 10am – 11am 

📖 New Additions to the 
D.H. Lawrence Collections
Djanogly Theatre 
Free, 1pm – 2pm 

♫ Kitty Tray Presents: 
Nottingham Drag Festival
Rescue Rooms 
£30 – £60, 8pm – 12am 

♫ Tuned
Rock City 
Free, 11pm – 3am 

🎥 Black Sabbath: The End 
of the End
Savoy Cinema 
£9 – £11, 8pm – 10pm 

📖 National Poetry Day:  
with Kathryn Daszkiewicz, 
Andrew Taylor and Rory 
Waterman
Five Leaves Bookshop 
Free, 7pm – 8.30pm 

😂 Kerry Godliman (14+)
The Glee Club 
£12 – £15, 6.45pm 

♫ Tim Lapthorn Trio
Bonington Theatre 
£5 – £12, 8pm 

FRIDAY 29 SEP

♫ Anti-Nowhere League
The Maze 
£13, 7.30pm 

♫ Living Colour
Rescue Rooms 
£18.50, 6.30pm 

♫ Machine Gun Kelly
Rock City 
£24.50, 6.30pm 

♫ All the Best Tapes + 
Trigger Thumb + Vogons 
+ FSOTA
JT Soar 
£5, 7.30pm 

📣 Colette Sadler: Learning 
from the Future
Nottingham Contemporary 
£8 – £10, 7:30pm – 8:30pm 

📣 Paleo Talk: Did T.rex 
Have Feathers?
The Djanogly Art Gallery 
Free 

👊 Return of the Froch
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham 
£33.60 – £84, 7pm 

♫ The SteamPunk 
Records Roadshow
The Doghouse 
£11.43, 7.30pm – 12am 

🏈 Nottingham Rugby 
vs Hartpury
Nottingham Rugby Club 
£13, 7.45pm

♫ Hoosiers
The Bodega 
£15 – £16.50, 7pm 

SATURDAY 30 SEP

♫ The Hyena Kill 
Rock City 
£15, 7pm 

♫ Bless The Fall
Rescue Rooms 
£14.50, 6.30pm 

♫ The Xcerts
The Bodega 
£8.50, 7pm 

🎨 Art Investigator Max
Lakeside Arts Centre 
Free, 12pm – 4pm 

👪 Chinese Tea Ceremony 
Demonstrations
Lakeside Arts Centre 
Free, 11.15am – 2pm 

👒 Sixties Style
The Djanogly Art Gallery 
Free, 11am – 4pm 

♫ Welcome To Night Vale
The Albert Hall 
£27.50, 8pm 

😼 Nottingham Panthers 
vs Manchester Storm
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham 
£9 – £20, 7pm

♫ Sundara Karma
Rock City 
£15 – £16.50, 6.30pm – 10pm 

♫ Shane Filan
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall 
£27.50 – £50, 7.30pm 

♫ Hey Hey Hey
Rock City 
10pm 

📢 Buster!
The Southbank Bar 
10pm – 2am 

♫ Sisters of Sound
The Bodega 
Free, 10pm 

🔧 Three Rings in a Day
Focus Gallery 
£95, 10.30am – 4.30pm 

😂 Reginald D Hunter
Just The Tonic 
£16.50 – £18, 7pm 

♫ Perdition vs. Violated: 
Total Rock Takeover!
The Maze 
£3 – £4, 8pm 

♫ Pete Donalson Blues
The Lion at Basford 
9.30pm 

🎨 Introduction to Linocut 
W. Fabritizia Design
Malt Cross 
£40, 11am – 4pm 

⚽ Mansfield Town vs 
Notts County
Mansfield Town 
Football Club 
1pm 

⚽ Nottingham Forest vs 
Sheffield United
Nottingham Forest 
Football Club 
3pm



ONGOING STUFF LIKE EXHIBITIONS AND PLAYS AND THAT

MONDAYS
 

 Pub Quiz
Malt Cross
Southbank
The Grosvenor
The Navigation 
 

 Movie Mondays 
Spanky Van Dyke’s 
 

 MOBA Mondays 
[ALT] Gaming Lounge 
 

 Music 
The Bell Inn
Rescue Rooms

 Poker Night 
The Navigation Inn 
The Grosvenor 

 
 Life Drawing 

Malt Cross
 

TUESDAYS 
 

 Open Mic Night
Filthy’s
Pepper Rocks 
Greyhound, Beeston 
 

 Pub Quiz
The Johnson Arms
Sir John Borlase Warren 
 

 Cuban Salsa and 
Rueda Classes 
Bad Juju Tiki Bar 
 

 Music 
Bar Eleven 
Rescue Rooms 
The Navigation Inn 
 

 The Racing Room 
The Dragon 
 
 

WEDNESDAYS 

 Open Mic Night
JamCafe
Rescue Rooms
The Bell Inn
The Maze 

 Pub Quiz
The Lion at Basford
Rescue Rooms
Golden Fleece
Spanky Van Dyke’s
The Hop Pole 
 

 Open Hack Night 
Nottingham Hackspace 
 

 Music
The Navigation Inn
Southbank City
Rock City 
 💃Salsa Class 
Bunkers Hill

THURSDAYS
 

 Open Mic Night
The Navigation Inn 
 

 Pub Quiz
Southbank 
The Grosvenor 
 

 Mindfulness Group
Sobar 
 

 Music 
Rock City
Southbank City
JamCafe
The Navigation Inn 
Rescue Rooms 
The Lion at Basford 
 

 Paint a Pot 
Harley Gallery
 
 

FRIDAYS 

 Unplugged 
Showcase
Bunkers Hill 
 

 Bopp 
Red Bar 
 

 Ink Fridays 
Ink
 

 Get Lucky 
Rock City 
 

 Friday Night Live 
Southbank 
 

 The Navigation 
Blues Cooperation 
The Navigation Inn 
 

 
 

SATURDAYS 
 

 Surface Dwellers 
Surface Gallery 
 

 Stealth VS Rescued
Stealth and  
Rescue Rooms 
 

 Music
JamCafe 
Rock City 
Southbank 
 

 Saturday Art Club 
New Art Exchange 
 

🎭 Saturday Sessions 
Nonsuch Theatre 
 

🎭 Comedy 
The Glee Club 
Jongleurs
 

SUNDAYS 
 

 Open Mic Night
The Johnson Arms 
 

 Pub Quiz
The Trent  
Navigation Inn 

 Live Jazz
The Bell Inn 
The Lion at Basford 
 

 Acoustic Sessions 
Malt Shovel 
 

 Sunday DJ Sessions 
The Southbank Bar

 Life Drawing
Place Activiy Centre 
 

💃 Kathak Dance 
New Art Exchange

WEEKLY STUFF
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🎥 Patti Cake$ 
Broadway Cinema 
£4.50 - £8.80 
Fri 1 Sep - Thu 14 Sep

♫ Megadeth UK 
The Greyhound, Beeston  
Free, 9pm – 2am  
Fri 1 Sep – Sat 2 Sep 
 
⚾ Cricket 2017  
Castle Rock Brewery  
8am  
Fri 1 Sep – Tue 5 Sep 
 
🎭 The Kite Runner 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£12 - £36, 7.45pm  
Fri 1 Sep - Sat 9 Sep 
 
♫ So Sick Stories  
The Bodega  
Free, 10pm – 3am  
Sat 2 Sep – Sun 3 Sep 
 
♫ Lilly’s Birthday Bash 
with Blind River +  
Rival Bones 
The Greyhound, Beeston  
Free, 9pm – 2am  
Sat 2 Sep – Sun 3 Sep 
 
🎨  Exploring the Visible: 
Peter Burgess, Paintings 
1997-2017 
Patchings Art Centre  
Free  
Sat 2 Sep – Sun 8 Oct 

 

🎨  Between Thought and 
Expression – Michael 
Brennand-Wood 
The Harley Gallery  
Free  
Sat 2 Sep – Sun 22 Oct 
 
 🎨  Under the Microscope 
The Harley Gallery  
Free  
Sat 2 Sep – Sun 22 Oct 
 
🍴  Themed Food Week 
Kean’s Head  
Free  
Sun 3 Sep – Sun 10 Sep 
 
💪  Sunday Sessions Yoga 
New Art Exchange  
£6 - £7, 2.15pm – 3.30pm  
Sun 3 Sep – Mon 27 Nov 
 
👣 Kathak Dance Class  
New Art Exchange  
£6 – £7, 10am – 12pm  
Sun 3 Sep – Mon 27 Nov 
 
♫ Sugar Ape 
The Bodega  
£2, 11pm – 3am  
Wed 6 Sep – Thu 7 Sep 
 
📣  Heritage Open Days: 
Heart of Heritage  
Debbie Bryan  
Free, 10.30am – 5pm  
Thu 7 Sep – Sun 10 Sep 
 

🍴  Tour de Britain 
Coverage 
Horse and Plough  
Free  
Thu 7 Sep – Mon 11 Sep

👪 Discover the William 
Booth Birthplace Museum 
William Booth Birthplace 
Museum  
Free, 10am – 4pm  
Fri 8 Sep – Sun 10 Sep 
 
👪 Nottingham Mela 
New Art Exchange  
Free, 11.45am  
Fri 8 Sep – Sun 10 Sep 
 
📖 Collected Words 
Weston Gallery  
Free  
Fri 8 Sep – Sun 3 Dec 
 
♫ Imara Fundraising Gig 
The Maze  
£5 - £10, 6pm – 2am  
Sat 9 Sep – Sun 10 Sep 
 
♫ PUNK for the Homeless 
The Doghouse  
12pm  
Sat 9 Sep – Mon 11 Sep 
 
🎨  Gillian Ross-Kelsey: 
Recent Paintings 
Wallner Gallery  
Free  
Sat 9 Sep – Sun 29 Oct 

 

💪  Sunday Sessions Yoga 
New Art Exchange  
£6 – £7,  2.15pm – 3.30pm  
Sun 10 Sep – Mon 4 Dec
 
👣 Kathak Dance Class  
New Art Exchange  
£6 – £7, 10am – 12pm  
Sun 10 Sep – Mon 4 Dec 
 
🎨  Mine’s a Maker’s Dozen 
Nottingham Society of 
Artists  
Free  
Tue 12 Sep – Sun 17 Oct 
 
🍴  Apple Festival at the 
Golden Eagle 
The Golden Eagle  
Free  
Fri 15 Sep – Sun 17 Sep 
 
♫ The Pop Confessional 
The Bodega  
11pm  
Fri 15 Sep – Fri 22 Sep 
 
🎭 Pride and Prejudice 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£8 – £32, 7.45pm  
Fri 15 Sep – Sat 30 Sep 
 
🎨  States of America: 
Photography from the 
Civil Rights Movement to 
the Reagan Era 
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free  
Sat 16 Sep – Sun 26 Nov 
 
 

🎭 Hannah and Hanna: The 
Jewish Wife 
Lace Market Theatre  
£9 - £10, 7.30pm – 10.30pm  
Tue 19 Sep - Sat 23 Sep 
 
🎥 Hannah and Hanna: The 
Jewish Wife 
The Lace Market Gallery  
£9 – £10, 7.30pm  
Tue 19 Sep – Sat 23 Sep 
 
🏫 Portable Antiquities 
Scheme 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
Free, 11am – 4pm  
Tue 19 Sep – Tue 21 Nov 
 
🎭 Wreck 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£14 - £15.50, 8pm  
Wed 20 Sep – Sat 30 Sep 
 
🎨  Anita Klein 
Malt Cross  
Free, 10am  
Thu 21 Sep - Sun 24 Sep 
 
🎨  It’s Our Playground: 
Artificial Sensibility 
Bonington Gallery  
Free, 10am – 5pm  
Fri 22 Sep – Fri 27 Oct 
 
👪 Family Weekends 
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free, 11am – 3pm  
Sat 16 Sep – Sun 26 Nov 
 
 
 

🎭 The Boy Who Fell into 
a Book 
Nottingham Arts Theatre  
£10 – £12, 7.30pm  
Wed 27 Sep – Sat 30 Sep 
 
🎨  Explorations in  
Colour: Beth Choo and 
Adam Willis 
Malt Cross  
Free, 12pm – 5pm  
Wed 27 Sep – Sun 1 Oct 
 
🎩 On the Home Front: 
1940s Weekend 
Rufford Abbey  
£10, 10.30am – 5pm  
Sat 30 Sep – Sun 1 Oct 
 
🎨  Roger Mayne 
The Djanogly Art Gallery  
Free, 11am – 5pm  
Sat 30 Sep – Sun 29 Oct 
 
📖 Creating Short Stories 
with Megan Taylor 
Writing School East 
Midlands  
£115 – £120, 1pm – 3pm  
Sat 23 Sep – Sat 28 Oct



LEFTLION.CO.UK
Sign up to receive weekly updates at 
leftlion.co.uk/newsletter

      Fireman Sam

Smell: Bont 

Speciality: Fire merkage

      Fireman Sam

Smell:

Speciality:

Rock City Sam

Location: Pontypandy

Saviour Level: 75

Made From: Pixels

Location: Men’s loos

Saviour Level: 150

Made From: Love and steel

Speciality: Aftershave 

   and hugs

Smell: Splendid

Virgo (24 Aug – 23 Sept)
All your dreams will come true this week. 
This means everything, including all the 
little ones you had during REM and then 
forgot. It’s going to take a while and 
be weird.

Libra (24 Sept – 23 Oct)
The rise of Venus in your sign could allude 
to new romantic ventures, but let the Zodiac 
reassure you that it’s merely decorative.
 
Scorpio (24 Oct – 22 Nov)
In a crazy astrological medley, next week 
you will meet a handsome stranger who 
will offer you a promotion at work, while 
interfering with your quincunx.  
 
Sagittarius (23 Nov – 22 Dec)
You’re delighted when you find out that 
you’ve been nominated for an award named 
after a prominent scientist. Just don’t google 
what a Darwin award actually is...

Capricorn (Dec 23 – Jan 19)
The stars are tired of hearing you say 
you’re single because you have “really high 
standards”. We both know that’s not true. 
Put down the fork and pick up the soap!

Aquarius (20 Jan – 19 Feb)
You were trying to come across all literary 
and Oscar Wilde by saying “Either those 
curtains go or I do,” but you’ll be surprised 
when the curtains’ social connections get 
you banned from the house.

Pisces (20 Feb – 20 Mar)
Before you make any life-altering choices 
this week, you need to ask yourself one 
simple question: are you still using the same 
decision-making criteria that got you sent 
to prison?

Aries (21 Mar – 20 Apr)
After you die, people will definitely be able 
to say you lived “fast” and died “young” but 
they’ll laugh out loud at the “good-looking 
corpse” bit.

Taurus (21 Apr – 21 May)
This week, you’ll get to realise one of your 
childhood dreams: a big scary monster will 
appear from under your bed and gobble you 
all up.

Gemini (22 May – 22 June)
The bad news is that next week won’t be 
fun for you at all. The good news is that it 
will advance medical knowledge of genital 
implosion more than any other act in the last 
100 years.

Cancer (23 June – 23 July)
Romance will pass you by again this week 
when the love of your life decides to settle 
for someone just a few inches taller.
 
Leo (24 July – 23 Aug)
You always believed that you couldn’t 
really take a good thing too far. That was, of 
course, before you discovered and developed 
a lifetime addiction to omorashi.
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To buy tickets visit:
www.octoberinnottingham.co.uk

THE NOTTINGHAM  
GUILD OF MAGICIANS 
Monday 2 October
Doors open 19:00, show starts 19:30
£15.00, £13.50 Concessions.
Seeing, is believing, but with close up 
magical experiences, manipulation, mind 
blowing card magic and stage illusions. 
The time to believe is now.

SUNRISE MORNING YOGA 
Tuesday 3 October 
Session starts 07:00
FREE EVENT
Start your day the right way, feel 
refreshed and motivated with a pre-work 
yoga class. Thanks to our friends at Coca 
Cola Park Lives.

YOGA TOTS 
Tuesday 3 October (2 sessions) 
Doors open 09:45, session starts 10:00
Doors open 11:00, session starts 11:15
£10.00 for parent and two children. 
£8.00 for parent and child 
Suitable for children aged 2+.
Join Sophie Bee for a fun and interactive 
experience for you and your little ones. 

BEING NOW, ZEN MEDITATION 
AND MINDFULNESS 
Tuesday 3 October 
Doors open 12:45, session starts 13:00
FREE EVENT
Zen meditation and mindfulness session.

DEBRIS STEVENSON  
Wednesday 4 October  
Doors open 17:00, show starts 17:30
£6.00 (No concessions). 18+ event.
Join spoken word artist and founder of 
Nottingham-based Mouthy Poets for 
a combination of poetry-grime tracks 
on instrumentals and poems exploring 
sexuality/religion/rage/love. 

INDEEDY MUSICAL BINGO  
Wednesday 4 October  
Doors open 19:30, show starts 20:00
£15.00, £13.50 Concessions. 18+ event.
Join the Bingo phenomenon that is 
sweeping the globe. Like normal Bingo 
but with music instead of numbers and 
the chance to win some awesome prizes.

THE GILDED MERKIN  
BURLESQUE AND CABARET 
Friday 29 September 
Doors open 19:00, show starts 19:30 
£18.00, £16.50 Concessions. 18+ event.
Nottingham’s biggest Burlesque show 
returns to the Magnificent Spiegeltent for 
an opening night spectacular. 

JOHNNY AND THE 
RAINDROPS 
Saturday 30 September  
Doors open 11:30, show starts 12:00
£7.50 for one adult and one child, 
additional children and adults £1.00 on 
the door.

The band’s costumes, props, disco dance and audience participation make 
this a ‘gig for cool kids’. A Nottingham family favourite not to be missed!

JUST THE TONIC  
SATURDAY NIGHT COMEDY 
WITH REGINALD D HUNTER 
AND GUESTS 
Saturday 30 September  
Doors open 19:00, show starts 20:00
£20.00, £18.50 Concessions. 18+ event.
Reginald D Hunter brings his unassuming, 
provocative, raw, fresh and funny charm 
to Nottingham for this very special and 
intimate gig.

THE GILDED MERKIN 
PRESENTS THE MAGNIFICENT 
SIDE SHOW  
Saturday 30 September 
Bite-sized 20 minute performances 
starting at 15:00. £3.50 (No concessions)
Tickets available on the door 
Parental advisory. Not suitable for 
children under 12-years. 

Step into the Goose Fair of old, as the Gilded Merkin presents a fairground 
sideshow of freaks, oddities, the weird and the wonderful with impressive 
mini performances that will shock and entertain.

THE BEANBAG MUSIC CLUB 
PRESENTS THE UKE BOX  
Sunday 1 October (3 shows)  
Doors open 10:30, show starts 11:00
Doors open 12:00, show starts 12:15
Doors open 13:30, show starts 13:45
£7.50. Children under 12 months £1
The Theatre Royal and Royal Concert 
Hall’s Beanbag Music Club for children 
and families comes to the Magnificent 
Spiegeltent for the very first time.

CITY’S GOT SOUL  
Sunday 1 October
Doors open 16:00, show starts 16:30
£20.00 in advance, £25.00 on the door.  
(No concessions) 18+ event.
Angelo Starr and the Team Edwin 
Starr Band are live in the Magnificent 
Spiegeltent for an evening of the greatest 
Motown and classic Northern soul hits. EVERYONE CAN SING – 

SINGING WORKSHOP    
Thursday 5 October  (2 sessions) 
Doors open 10:30, session starts 11:00 - 
50’s, 60’s & Motown
Doors open 14:30, session starts 15:00 - 
70’s & 80’s onwards
£6.00 (No concessions)

Warm up your vocal chords, learn harmonies and melodies and test the 
acoustics of this famous tent whilst singing with a live band to songs of 
the era.

BEBOPS PRE-SCHOOL MUSIC    
Friday 6 October (2-shows)
Doors open 09:45, show starts 10:00
Doors open 11:15, show starts 11:30
£6.00 (No concessions)

Join Bongo Beck in this interactive and stimulating session full of 
music and madness, ideal for pre-school children with bags of energy 
and parents who like having fun! 

Dance the morning away to the best in soul, funk, hip hop and Rock’n 
Roll with DJ.

ROCKAOKE 
Thursday 5 October 
Doors open 19:00, show starts 19:45
£10.00, £8.50 Concessions. 18+ event.
Live the dream and become a rock star 
for the night with Rockaoke, the ultimate 
live band karaoke experience.

AFTERNOON CONCERT 
Friday 6 October 
Doors open 12:30, show starts 13:00
FREE EVENT
Take back your lunch hour as Nottingham 
Youth Orchestra String Quartet stages a 
free concert.

SWING AND OLD  
TIME DANCE CLASS 
Friday 6 October 
Doors open 14:30, session starts 15:00
£6.00 (No concessions)
Put on your dancing shoes and prepare 
for an afternoon of dance on the best 
dance floor in town.

GIN SWING 
Friday 6 October (2 sessions) 
Doors open 18:30, session starts 18:45
Doors open 21:00, session starts 21:15
£15.00 entry includes one free cocktail. 
18+ event.
Join us for the finest gin swing in town. 
Sample cocktails made with Nottingham’s 
Redsmith gin and be entertained by 
one of the city’s finest jazz ensembles, 
Schmorgan. 

WAKE AND SHAKE -  
BABY & BIG KID BOP 
Saturday 7 October
Doors open 09:30, show starts 10:00
£7.50 gains entry for one adult and 
one child, additional children and adults 
£1.00 on the door.

THE MAGNIFICENT  
TEA DANCE  
Saturday 7 October (2 sessions) 
Doors open 12:30, session starts 13:00
Doors open 15:45, session starts 16:00 
£15.00, £13.50 Concessions.
Waltz, foxtrot, swing, and stroll your way 
through Saturday afternoon with the 
Nottingham Tea Dance Band providing 
the ultimate soundtrack for some 
vintage inspired fun. Ticket includes 
serving of tea and cake. 

THE GILDED MERKIN 
BURLESQUE AND CABARET - 
EXTRA SHOW ADDED 
Sunday 8 October  
Doors open 19:00, show starts 19:30
£18.00, £16.50 Concessions. 
The Gilded Merkin Burlesque and 
Cabaret returns for a second show with 
Rock’n Roll redhead Scarlett Daggers.

JUST THE TONIC SATURDAY 
NIGHT COMEDY   
Saturday 7 October 
Doors open 19:00, show starts 20:00 
£17.00, £15.50 Concessions. 18+ event.
A night of stand-up comedy starring 
Alistair Williams, Paul McCaffrey, 
Steve Shanyaski and guest still to be 
announced. 

FRIDAY 29 SEPTEMBER - SUNDAY 8 OCTOBER
OLD MARKET SQUARE

ROYAL VAUXHALL 
Tuesday 3 October
Doors 19:30, show starts 20:00
£15.00, £13.50 Concessions. 18+ event. 
£1 from every ticket sold will be donated to 
the Nottinghamshire Pride 2018.
After delighting audiences at the 
Edinburgh Fringe last year, this hilarious 
musical comedy based on a true story 
involving Kenny Everett, Freddie Mercury 
and Princess Di is one not to be missed!

MRS BREWSTER  
MOVES HOUSE   
Monday 2 October (2 shows) 
Doors open 10:30, show starts 11:00
Doors open 13:00, show starts 13:30
£7.50 (No concessions)
Celebrating International Older Persons 
Day with a charming show that unearths 
a suitcase filled with memories.



Find out how one of the UK’s most established and respected creative
universities can help you launch your successful creative career.

• Animation, Graphic Design, and Photography
• Architecture
• Broadcasting and Journalism
• Costume, Theatre, Film and Television Design
• Games Production, Technology, and Art
• Fashion, Textiles and Knitwear Design

LAUNCH YOUR CREATIVE
CAREER AT NTU
PLACES STILL AVAILABLE THIS SEPTEMBER!

www.ntu.ac.uk/creativecareer
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• Fashion Management, Marketing and Communication
• Film, Television and Visual Effects
• Fine and Decorative Arts
• Furniture and Product Design
• Music Technology, Performance, and Live & Technical Events
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